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The hot spot phenomenon is regarded as preliminary damage occurring in solar panels. The 
hot spot reduces the production power of the panel and its lifetime. In extreme cases, the 
panel could be physically destroyed due to excessive heat. The hot spots consequence of 
localized warming of solar cells due to faults that oftentimes result from partial and full 
shading or different outside forces reasons that lead to power dissipation instead of power 
generation of the module. However, there remains a shortage of widely agreeable methods 
for processing with them in real life and practical works. Moreover, this heating area can 
destroy and decay panel efficiency. Bypass diodes are generally installed in solar cells to 
kill that phenomenon risk, but it does not eliminate the hot spot perfectly. 
This thesis focuses on the electrical and the thermal behavior of the solar cells that are 
working under the backward biased situations. This contains a) estimate the reverse I-V 
curves that are subject to the shading levels applied to the cell, b) thermography of solar 
cells operated under reverse biased to investigate the shunt and bypass diode current 
distribution, and c) investigation of the critical temperatures which leads to overheating 
cells under shade. 
Solar panel with full detailed hot spot current distribution model is developed. The model 
is based on the Bishop circuit. The model uses an electrical, detailed representation of 
 xviii   
 
Photovoltaic Panel (PV) represented in Matlab /Simulink. Simulation results confirm that 
shading rates can control the hot spot effect on power output because it depends on the 
backward voltage and leakage current, and observed the bypass diode working process in 
all operating conditions. Also, the model has a capability of dealing with a variation of 
temperature and irradiation on the shunt and series resistances. The model was examined 
for different shading levels. The obtained results were compatible with the previous related 
work. The model reached detailed estimation of the current distribution and all power 
calculations inside the test panel strings. The results have been satisfactory. 
The model obtained is generally applicable as a tool for all power calculations during the 
hot spot risk, so it can be used for any model configuration under any operating conditions 
of irradiation and temperatures. 
This thesis presents observations on PV panel affected with a hot spot. The visual and 
infrared (IR) investigation, maximum power, currents and operating voltage online tests 
have been carried out. 
The thesis consists of five main chapters, shading phenomena, solar cell modeling and 
parameter extraction, hot spot phenomena model and simulation, experimental works and 
results, and finally conclusion and future works. 
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 لخص الرسالةم
 
 ابراهيم حسن علي بنات :الاسم الكامل
 درجة حرارتهاازدياد تعرض الخلايا الشمسية للظل والناتجة عن النقاط الساخنة  محاكاةنظام  تصميم :عنوان الرسالة
 الهندسة الكهربائية :التخصص
 2040/:  أكتوبرتاريخ الدرجة العلمية
لل ة خيجوح نتمعن حدها المس الحرارة اتدرج في الخلايا الشمسية المتولدة عن ازدياد الساخنة النقاط ظاهرةتعتبر 
خاصة في البيئة التى تمتاز بارتفاع درجات الحرارة خلال خطرا حقيقيا يهدد عمل وكفائة الخلايا في اداء الخلية  معين
. ددةالباحثين في الطاقة المتجودراسة اهتمام  محلاصبحت  الظاهرةهذه  ة العربية السعودية.لكالصيف كما في المم فصل
 حوظ.بشكل مل ة انتاجها للتيار الكهربائيئوكذلك تقلل من كفا الالواح الشمسية الزمني لعملتهدد العمر حيث انها 
ة او رالمجاو احالالوبسبب  اما  الكلي او الجزئي الشمسية للتظليل الخلاياتعرض  منها: لعدة اسباب الساخنة النقاظ تنشأ
تربة ق الاشجار المتطايرة والاافضلات الطيور واور مناو  ها،قة تركيبطتشرة في مننمني المرتفعة او الهوائيات الابالم
 هردي بدوؤالشمس على سطح الخلايا وهذا ي ضوءدي الى عدم انتظام توزيع ؤزمنية طويلة. مما يرات فتالمتراكمة ل
لتيار اغير قادرة على انتاج ولمة ظاصبحت م حيُث انهاالمظلله  في الخلاياالتيار الكهربائي  سريانالى عدم انتظام 
مما يجعلها تعمل في حالة الانحياز العكسي وبالتالي تيارا اقل يمر فيها عن تيار باقي الخلايا  كباقي الخلايا الغير مظلله،
 حياز الامامي.الانمنظقة التى تعمل بشكل منتظم في 
الالواح الشمسية تتكون من مجموعة كبيرة من الخلايا المتصلة على التوالي التى تحمل نفس التيار الذي تنتجة خليه 
توثر على تيار باقي  حالة حصول ظاهرة النقاط الساخنة مع ارتفاع درجة الحرارة، فان الخلايا المظلمةواحده . في 
الخلايا المتصله معها وبالتالي تتغير الخصائص الكهربائية وتصبح جميعها متغيرة مع درجة حرارة الخليه خاصة قيم 
حرارة  على شكل في الخلايا المصابة عبر هذه المقاومات ةيئدي الى تبديد الطاقة الكهربايؤهذا كله  .المقاومات الداخلية
 .مع مرور الوقت الالواح واحراقها تدمير ومن ثم للطاقة حة مما يؤثر على كفائه انتاجها وتزيد من حرارة الل
   xx 
 
ا مثل الى حد م اجحر نابعتي وبعضها ر هذه الظاهره. يدت بعض الحلول للحد من تاثجمصانع انتاج الخلايا الشمسية او
ان نفس واستمرار سريلتحييد الخلايا المصابة التوازي مع كل مجموعه من الخلايا الشمسية ب موصلةتركيب ثنائيات 
 . لكنها لا تلغي اثر الظاهرة بشكل كامل.التيار الكهربائي للخلايا التى تعمل بشكل سليم
التركيب بعلى التوالي والتوازي  المقاومات المتصلة  صانقازدياد ونوتدرس  ،هذه الرسالة تناقش الظاهرة بالتفصيل
عمل الخلية الشمسية  درس، كذلك تومقدار الطاقة المفقودة من خلالها ة،وكيف تتغير مع درجات الحرار ،الداخلي للخلية
كل ذلك باستخدام برنامح المحاكاة  .تلك المنطقةفي لها  الكهربائية لانحياز العكسي وترسم المنحنياتقة اطفي من
ي الخلايا وسريان التيار الكهربائي ف الظاهرةلتتبع تطور  يرتكز على التركيب الداخلي للخليةوتصميم نظام  .الماتلاب
يا عند الظل على الخلا اثرومن ثم ندرس  .لمةظفي مقاومات الخلية الم المتبددالمصابة وثنائيات الحماية وكذلك التيار 
ق من حقتلعمل ذلك وال. مناطق الخليةثنائي وكيف تتوزع درجات الحرارة في اد درجات الحرارة وكيف يعمل الاشتد
لخلية عند عمل ا سلوكلتصوير  متطورة الاشعة تحت الحمراء باستخدام كاميرا حرارية تقنية استخدمنا صحة التصميم 
عبر كل تيار الذي يالوتحديد  الانحياز العكسي للجهد، عندالتي تعمل لخلية صور حرارية ل التقاطالظل، وكذلك حدوث 
 .الخلية تلك في جزء
تتكون الرسالة من خمسة فصول رئيسية: ظاهرة التظليل الكلي والجزئي على الخلايا الشمسية، التركيب الداخلي للخلية 
تصميم نظام لمحاكاة ظاهرة النقاط الساخنة، رتها الكهربائية، ئالشمسية والمعادلات الخاصة للحصول على عناصر دا
.وصيات والاعمال المستقبليةات والتجالاستنتا: التجارب العملية والنتائج، أخيرا 
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1 CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
In this prefatory chapter, the present technical purposes to perform this thesis study into 
PV modules and the corresponding working, mismatch problems are discussed. 
Afterwards, full explanation of the theoretical background of the thesis argued in this 
research and the main objectives are observed. The chapter concluded by the structure of 
the thesis for the rest of the chapters. 
1.1 Overview of PV Panels and Mismatch Problems 
The sun's energy is recommended as the most significant renewable source, whereas it is 
available at the earth's surface. Rising attention on renewable power resources has given 
rise to the market for solar power to expand quickly, especially in the places of unstable 
distribution generation. Thus, factories and manufacturers are supposed to be more 
authentic and flexible when dealing with power generated from PV stations or panels, 
hence more accurately needed to deliver a maximum power production. 
PV panels have recently become economical and a necessary technology in today’s world 
for generating clean power generation. 
The most interest of solar energy is an infinite supply source of daylight and clean source 
production. In contrast, the main disadvantage is the cost so it's considered as one of the 
high-cost generators. Based on semiconductor technology, the principle operation of solar 
cells that when two semiconductors are put into contact with each other the electricity will 
flow between them. This is called the photovoltaic phenomenon, was first discovered by 
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Becquerel in 1839. The first solid PV cell built in 1883 by Charles Fritts, by coating the 
semiconductor selenium with a thin layer of gold to form a heterojunction. 1% efficiency 
was of Charles Fritts device [1]. First and practical development of solar cells panels' 
technology started in the 1950s. 
In general solar cells mathematical model designed depends on current and voltage relation 
(I-V Curve) that results from definitions model suggested by Phang and Chan (1987). The 
I-V curve described the single solar cell characteristics supposed that one lumped diode 
only. This curve is fundamental for the mathematical relationship of the solar cell modified 
by Jain & Kapoor (2004) and Desoto et al. (2006). 
The modifications and simplification are continued and proceed to develop the accurate I-
V curve. Some models are designed by assuming the parallel resistance is very high and 
sometimes tends to infinity, so in this case, the model of the four parameters is formed. 
Many approaches have been proposed to solve that mathematical model. Three approaches 
for solving the model were developed by Khezzar et al. (2009). Chenni et al. (2007) 
progressed a simplified approach by supposing that the sunlight (Iph) is equal to the short 
circuit current of the cell. Zhou et al. (2007) inserted the notation of a fill factor (FF) to 
estimate the output power at maximum points.  
Even so, to get an accurate model that reflects the whole parameters of PV cells and to 
estimate the power efficiency, the solar panel requires -besides the main parameters of 
diode and sunlight source- to include the two resistances series (Rs) and parallel (Rp). The 
PV module introduced by King et al. (2004) is perfect for situations where the solar panels 
will be working on several operation points of irradiation and temperatures. 
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For this study, the modified I-V curve of five parameters for both series and parallel 
configuration module was solved using a numerical method provided by datasheet 
specifications provided by the manufacturer and validated with measurements by 
experimental works.  
Manufacturers always give the following specification data on solar modules: the short 
circuit current; the open circuit voltage; the current and voltage at the maximum power 
point; and the temperature coefficients related to open circuit and short circuit points. These 
data of operation are needed to find a solution to the five parameter model. 
The suggested PV model is flexible so it is simulated by Matlab /Simulink and different 
irradiation levels that are used for comparison with the experimental datasheet. 
As research goes on today within private industry and at national laboratories, there is stress 
on raising conversion efficiencies and mass production strategies to further cut the price of 
developing solar systems. Therefore, technical control challenges are various and need a 
great deal of concentration to dealing with it. So output power delivered to the consumer 
is the first main optimization problem in PV technology. However, in many industrial or 
commercial projects, the PV panels might be operated at non-uniform illumination. The 
causes for non-uniform illumination conditions have multiple cases, may be the tree leaves, 
the shadow of clouds, bird dung, or the shadow of neighbor's PV modules with others, etc. 
This leads to non-uniformity and then nonlinearities in I-V curve characteristics [2].  
While the shadows are continuous and not murdered, other undesired effects will seem: 
 The output energy generated from the module is much less than manufactured. At 
some applications, the annual power losses can amount to 10%. Hence, it could be 
for “missing of load” increases [3]. 
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 If the shaded cell has hot spot phenomenon that resulting damage the panel. The 
shaded PV cells will operate in the reverse bias mode and may be reached 
breakdown voltage value and become a load within the string thus dissipated power. 
Bypass diodes are equipped in parallel with cells for saving them from hot spot risk 
by providing an alternative path for passing the current. However, commercial, only 
one diode is replaced with a string that includes a group of cells [4]. 
Both researchers and industrial factories working in the solar energy sector have done a lot 
of efforts for implementing the suitable PV structures, dealing with many materials for 
manufacturing PV systems and testing the performance. However, challenges in designing 
and fabricating solar cells still remain and focus on the performance of PV panels, one of 
the challenges is the behavior of shunts. A lot of work has been studied for shunt effects 
and is known to be common mismatch problems in PV cell that reducing output power, 
current, voltage and fill factor. 
1.2 Main Thesis Objectives 
The main objective of this research work is to reach a mathematical model that reflects the 
hot spot phenomenon, based on the experimental investigation.  
 To model I-V and P-V curves for non-healthy module due to excessive environmental 
factors such as dust, shade, heat, and temperature. 
 To reach physical model configuration of PV parameters series and shunt resistance 
under effect causes by dust and shading. 
 To track shunt behavior and their effect on the PV performance with numerical 
simulation method. 
 To validate the reached model by experimental investigations by an IR camera. 
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In this work, commercially solar panels are used and prepared for study. Legal documents 
are then utilized to determine the temperature distribution within the module and watch the 
degradation of power. All electrical testing is planned to measure the PV panel 
characteristics. The hot spot temperatures and currents distribution of defective cells are 
then estimated and measured. The performance of power generated by the panel is tested 
once more to compare with manufactured data. Computer Assisted Science System 
(CASSY) was employed to plot both characteristic curves of the panels under test. 
1.3 Thesis Contribution 
Solar panel with full detailed hot spot current distribution model is developed under any 
level of shading effect. 
The model is able to discover and follow the current distribution under hot spot 
phenomenon in three paths of the panel: 1) module current, 2) bypass diode current, and 3) 
string and leakage current. Besides, the model is able to deal with all power calculations 
during the shading effect. 
The hot spot model is generally applicable as a tool for hot spot risk and power calculations, 
so it can be used for any panel configuration with its electrical specifications and under any 
operating conditions of irradiation and temperatures. 
1.4 Thesis Structure and Organization 
This part sums up the following five chapters supporting an overview of the subject of the 
research. 
The thesis is made of five main chapters, shading phenomenon effect on PV performance, 
PV modeling and parameter extraction, hot spot phenomenon modeling and simulation, 
experimental works and results and lastly conclusion and future works.  
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Chapter 2: The suggested Matlab / Simulink program analytically modeling and fitting the 
behavior of solar cells under different shading levels and operating conditions. This chapter 
also analyzes the conduct of the PV panel with and without bypass diode connection.  
Chapter 3: Describes the mathematical modeling equations of the solar cell and five 
parameter extractions. Matlab programs can show the electrical characteristics of a 
practical solar cell and how it acts under different environmental conditions. The 
simulation is capable of evaluating the five parameter model and study the variation of 
shunt and series resistances on the output power of the panel. 
Chapter 4: In this chapter a full explanation of how the I-V and P-V curves illustrate the 
performance when all parameters of the solar cell are included. Study the I-Vs, worst case 
cell deterioration and stress due to reverse bias and leakage current due to a hot spot 
phenomenon. Simulate a model to evaluate hot spot and the currents distribution inside 
defective cells. Three methods are developed to evaluate hot spotting risk under various 
scenarios. 
Chapter 5: The results of the experimental works of the solar panels used in the research 
work are shown in this chapter. The cell mismatch in the panel is discussed depends on the 
hot spot creation and initiation in the work field and validate the model of hot spot that 
simulated in Simulink, then investigate the currents distribution in the overheating arrears 
and bypass diode by thermography technique using advanced thermal camera to see the 
heat locations and thermal stress due to hot spot risk. 
Chapter 6: Conclusions and future works of the thesis are summarized in this chapter. 
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2 CHAPTER 2 
Shading Phenomenon Effects on PV Panel Performance  
2.1 Literature Survey 
A lot of resources and publications have been received and reviewed to support and 
enhance an appropriate understanding of the subjects related to failures, shading, and 
monitoring PV modules. Literature survey is reviewed and divided into mismatch problems 
and shading effects. 
First of all the solar cells behaves like a current source, that is, the photo-current is zero or 
very small if the sunlight irradiation cannot reach the solar cell due to covering result of 
shadowing, dust, snow, high buildings and leaves [4, 5]. 
Reference [6] discussed the power dissipated in PV modules with respect to mismatch 
issues under non-uniform operation conditions. Panels are found to have a negligible 
mismatch loss compared to multiple directions on panels facing unless they located or 
grouped in the same string. The mismatch loss was unclear, simply it was desired by 
reducing the power rating - a factor of 1-2 %- . The output power of the string under 
influence of cover cell was found to be proportioned to the amount of sunlight allowed 
during the shading effect. 
Cells under shading condition dissipate a large amount of power, loss in shunt resistance 
and transform into heat. This excessive thermal may destroy the normal cells. To protect 
the covered cell, protective devices called bypass diodes are inserted in parallel with the 
strings that form the panel [7]. 
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Reference [8] discussed the main function of inserting bypass diodes across the string. It 
protects the module against the hot spot phenomenon and less the percentage burn of 
affected cells. Reference [9] described a reduction in power caused by a shadow and prove 
that the degradation can be over 30 times the cell physical size, according to the number of 
protected devices within the string. A Shade Impact Factor (SIF) notation was implemented 
to show the relationship between power dissipation and coverage area. 
Paper [10] described an electronic system could observe solar panel efficiency with low 
power dissipation and cost-effectiveness. A computer via USB wireless device was 
designed and connected to develop the communication module. Partial shading and 
mismatch conditions were obliged to test. Power degradation due to non-uniform 
illuminations was recorded. 
In paper [11], a mathematical equation is written by authors under partial shading. Diodes 
configuration was shown by the formulas and investigated how much power dissipated in 
the string. It was not favorable to connect more than 6 diodes in PV panel due to the cost, 
also it would not enhance of power savings. 
2.2 Mismatch Reasons 
In real life, several reasons that lead to producing many differences in electrical 
characteristics of the panel. 
Investigations into the mismatch of PV panels have been performed on the outdoor test and 
reported in [12, 13]. The report said that the performance of cells lies in the same array will 
decrease by changing rates of illumination because of localized defects such as the 
oxidation of solar cell contacts. 
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As mentioned in [13-14] the main reason for causing an efficiency drop in PV cells is 
shading effect. This is where the shading covered a portion of the panel string, producing 
a non-uniform illumination distribution as indicated in figure 1-a. 
3   
4 Figure 1: Shading effect on solar panels 
Short circuit problems can also happen with soiling of the PV string or sub-modules where 
the dirt and dust that has accumulated on the solar surface. Completely or partially dust 
will prevent the sun photo-current for hitting the cells as illustrated in figure 1-b. Partial 
and full shading are interested in concentrating on this work since the panels set up on the 
top and roofs are more sensitive to the shading due to nearby objects such as high buildings, 
antennas, and clouds. 
The PV systems can be used to examine the impact of shading of defective cells or strings 
and estimate the desire of serial configuration regarding the bypass diodes connected to the 
string across the panel. 
Physically in a PV panel’s series configuration, the same amount of current must flow 
across each cell. When the shading happened, cells force to operate at current higher than 
their short circuit current which means backward voltage is applied to the shaded cells, 
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thereby leading to dissipate power inside the module as a heat and cause “hot spots 
phenomenon”. 
Bypass diode protects the shaded cells against negative voltage and saves the module to 
reach the breakdown voltage so it allows the current to flow around shaded cells. 
The bypass diodes have multi functions, but the primary purpose is the protection against 
hot spot risk and cuts down the percentage destruction of defective cells. As common in 
manufacturing, one diode is needed for about 18 to 24 cells. Also, the bypass diode is able 
to decrease the negative voltage across the string as it operates in a reverse bias mode, thus 
the shaded cell that located in the affected string will be limit within the normal operation 
point of the bypass diode (0.8V). 
2.3     PV Panels under Shading Effect 
The position of the PV panel is a most important issue to get better output power. Therefore 
PV panels should be tilted in the right placement and suitable installation, and therefore 
the sunlight should strike the panel at day time while the sun is a peak in the sky. 
Figure 2 shows the shade of a tree twig as it covered large parts of PV panels. Therefore, 
the study of the shadow of the solar cells is one of the hottest topics to determine the cell 
efficiency. 
 
Figure 2: Shading by trees on PV panels 
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The output power efficiency of the panels depends on many factors. For example, array 
configuration, temperature, irradiation, and shadow, which cover the cell [15]. Shading 
considers the principal movement of the hot spot phenomenon, and as a consequence, the 
operation of the solar panels is severely affected by degradation in electrical characteristics 
of the PV module. 
PV panels under shading condition suffer in their performance because:  
 The total output power will diminish as the shaded cells operated in reverse biased 
so they dissipate power instead of getting power. 
 The power dissipated in the single shaded cell would increase the temperature 
affecting surrounding cells and cause local heating. Thus increasing temperature 
may damage the cells that create high temperature inside the panel and leads to a 
hot spot phenomenon which results in the entire panel to be failed [14].  
  Solar cell gets fully damaged when the cell is reached the breakdown voltage under 
a long time of shading [15].  
 When a little part of the cell in the string is shaded, then the overall output power 
of the module approximately turns to zero.  
Figure 3 (a and b) shows examples of partial and full shading covered individual cell, 
horizontal and vertical strings that could happen in the real world. 
 
(a): Examples of full cell shading 
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(b): Examples of partial cell shading  
Figure 3: Different types of shading 
2.4    PV Losses and Electrical Characteristics with Bypass Diode 
The solar cell under shading has a harmful influence on the characteristics of the string. A 
defective cell with a lower current forcing the unshaded cells in the affected string to 
produce the same amount of current. Then the module current is limited by the defective 
cell, however the voltages reaming unchanged [15]. 
The shading effect on the I-V curve can be observed in figure 4 without the bypass diode. 
In the simplest mode, if three cells are serially connected and one cell is covered by half, 
50%, the current produced by this cell has dropped by close to half of its nominal value so 
the current of the combined curve dropped similarly. The voltages of series cells are added 
and the current is dropped by a defective cell. 
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Figure 4: Partial shading impact on I-V of three cells [17] 
The effect of shading patterns can be reduced by using bypass diode devices as illustrated 
in the previous section. The bypass diode is conducted when the negative voltage in the 
affected string is equal to the operating point of the diode voltage [16]. Figure 5 shows the 
connection of bypass diodes across three panels connected in series. 
 
Figure 5: Three PV panels protected with bypass diodes 
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The conductivity of the bypass diode causes significant step in the I-V curve. The position 
of the step point corresponds to the behavior of the shaded cell with negative voltage [17] 
and the operating point of the bypass. In figure 6 the behavior of shaded one cell with 50% 
out of three cells with bypass diode can be understood. The final I-V curve has a stepping 
point referred to the activation stage in the forward bias of the bypass diode. 
 
Figure 6: Partial shading impact on I-V of three cells with bypass diode [17] 
As illustrated in the literature and figure 6, the diodes are usually used in panels to save 
them against the hot spot problem. 
In figure 7, the load is tied between the ends of three strings which consist of a group of 
solar cells connected in series that worked under partial shading. I1, I2, and I3 are photo-
currents that flow in each string which proportional to the level of irradiation. Three bypass 
diodes are inserted in parallel corresponds to each string. 
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Figure 7: Equivalent circuit of three strings and bypass diodes [18] 
The irradiation patterns are varied between these strings, where the first string has a full 
illumination of 1000 W/m2. The second string working at half of full irradiation with 500 
W/m2, and the last one received a very low level of irradiation around 150 W/m2. S1>S2>S3 
is corresponding to three levels of current strings I1>I2>I3. 
A total power transferred to the load is generated by a full illumination string S1, but that 
amount of power is affected by the other strings, low illumination makes zero power 
contribution to the load however these strings are bypassed. 
The following two graphical representations 8 and 9 show both electrical curves of solar 
panel consist of 72 cells connected in series with 3 bypass diodes under non-uniform 
illumination. The plots demonstrate how the protective devices behave under shading 
conditions. It introduces many steps in the current-voltage curve and many peaks in the 
power - voltage curve divided between global and local peaks depends on the string 
configuration of PV module and shading pattern distribution between them. 
I-V and P-V curves are plotted at the standard test condition (STC) for temperature and 
different patterns for irradiation. 
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Figure 8: I-V characteristic of 72 cells under different partial shading patterns 
 
Figure 9: P-V characteristic of 72 cells under different partial shading patterns 
From figure 9, it’s clear that a large amount of power delivered to the load generated by 
highly irradiation level string, and the rest of power dissipated as a heat in shaded cells, so 
the use of bypass devices can enhance the reliability of the module and save the defective 
strings from damage and burn. 
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CHAPTER 3 
PV Modeling and Parameters Extraction 
3.1     Fundamentals of Solar Cell  
PV modules are devices, which transform sunlight directly into electricity. The 
semiconductor material with a p-n junction is a main component of the crystalline silicon 
solar cell. Meaning that silicon crystal lattice is carried out by combining doping atoms in 
that lattice. For instance, boron atoms to produce a p-layer and phosphorus atoms to 
produce n-layer, thus p-n junction is produced and the free electrons in the n-layer diffuse 
into p-layer resulting in a depletion area to be established as described in figure 10-a. 
 
(a): Non-illuminated semiconductor p-n junction [72] 
 
(b): Illuminated semiconductor p-n junction [20] 
Figure 10: Illuminated and non-illuminated solar cell 
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Figure 10-b illustrates the illumination process and shows the behavior of p-n junction 
under sunlight, thus free electrons are drawn towards the n-layer while the holes leave in 
the opposite direction due to the electrical field. The voltage creates across the cell terminal 
due to the diffusion [20]. 
3.2     PV Model Equivalent Circuit 
An ideal solar cell is described by a single diode connected in parallel with a photo-current 
source (figure 11-a). But for real solar cell, there are several circuits that include resistors 
connected in parallel and series. For instance, figure 11-b has a series resistance [20], figure 
11-c has both parallel and series resistances [21]. Other cells contain two diodes connected 
in parallel as in figure 11-d [22]. The solar cell in figure 11-c is the most normally used in 
industrial applications. Moreover, the shunt resistance has a high value, but the series 
resistance has a low value to include the effect of the fill factor, thus the equivalent 
representation has a simple module equations and an accurate design to model a solar cell.  
 
Figure 11: Equivalent circuits of solar cell presented in literature 
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3.2.1  PV Curves Description 
The first curve that describes the electrical characteristics of the solar cell is called I-V 
curve. It can illustrate the electrical behavior of the real conditions of temperature and 
irradiance level. If the string operates under shadow conditions, the curve combined with 
current and voltage will describe the shaded influence. If the irradiance is uniform and 
there are no external obstacles, the I-V curve will be typically as depicted in figure 12 with 
a yellow color line. The second curve appeared in the same figure (blue color line) is 
indicated by the P-V curve, that describes the power transferred to the load and shows the 
maximum power point of the PV module. 
 
Figure 12: PV curves characteristics 
The key nomenclature utilized in the above curve is described as follows: 
 Short Circuit Current (Isc) – It is the maximum current in ampere delivered by the 
cell under specific conditions of ambient temperature and irradiance i.e. the output 
voltage is zero when the load is short-circuited. The output energy at this condition 
equals zero. 
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 Open Circuit Voltage (Voc) – Represents the cell’s voltage under specific temperature 
and light, i.e. the output current is zero, thus Voc is the voltage when the load is open-
circuited. The output energy at this condition equals zero. 
  Maximum Power (Pmax) – It is the maximum power that can be generated from the 
cell under specific conditions of the environment. The point of the I-V curve at which 
the current and voltage have the highest values is called Maximum Point (MP). 
 Current at Maximum Power (Imp) –The current that causes in maximum energy.  
 Voltage at Maximum Power (Vmp) – The voltage that causes in maximum energy. 
 Fill Factor (FF) – Indicates to the percentage value of maximum power to the total 
power produced by Voc and Isc. 
3.3 Extraction of PV Parameters  
3.3.1 Modelling Techniques in Literature 
Several papers discuss the simulation and modeling of solar cells, models, and systems. 
The panels have been changed and enhanced for different understandings of research. For 
example, in [23] a module is utilized to estimate whether bypass and blocking diodes are 
usually connected and used, both [24] and [25] dealing with the shadowing effects on the 
PV panels and determine the output force. 
A practical PV cell is traditionally consists of a photo-current source, one parallel diode, 
two types of resistance divided into series and shunt. As illustrated in figure 13, a practical 
model of the solar cell. 
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Figure 13: Practical circuit of a solar cell [25] 
The equivalent circuit shown in figure13 is called the single-diode model is used in this 
work because it achieved more accurate during the simulation when dealing with shading 
and the hot spot phenomenon.  
The single diode solar cell has been applied to various reasons. The reliability and 
efficiency of PV cells with the type of mono-crystalline silicon were modeled in [26-27] 
that need some modifications to estimate the behavior of solar cell parameters. The voltage 
depends on the photo-current in amorphous silicon type is presented in [26]. In references 
[28, 29] the complexity of the circuit is decreased by the ignored the value of the shunt, but 
that scales down the accuracy of the entire module. 
3.3.2 Equivalent to Series Configuration Parameters 
In this study, a series connection of a single solar cell is utilized. The simulation process 
of PV panels is always dealing with simulate one or more solar cells. Thereby, these cells 
are included in sub models or strings to give a whole panel. In a pragmatic mode, it is not 
possible to determine the parameters for each individual solar cell. Thus, in the event of a 
huge number of cells, such as hundreds or possibly thousands of PV cells, the scaling 
process is needed to scale the five parameters of solar cell, where the parameters are 
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sunlight current Iph, diode saturation current Io, diode ideality factor m, series resistance 
Rs and finally shunts resistance Rsh. 
The method used here depends on the assumption that all of the cells within a panel are the 
same and have similar specifications and exposure to the same environmental conditions. 
The technique is used extensively in literature is illustrated in reference [30]. Figures 14 (a 
and b) show the diagram of a series configuration and its equivalent representation. 
 
(a) Two serially cells 
 
(b) Equivalent configuration 
Figure 14: Circuit representation of (a) two cells and (b) equivalent parameters 
The parameters referred to currents, Iph, Id, Ip and I are still not changed after scaling process 
and having the same values in a single representation and scaled circuit. Therefore, the 
output voltage of the module consists of adding the individual operation voltage cell, so 
the voltage across diode Vd and voltage drop in Rs of the scaled circuit must be twice the 
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value of the cell as illustrated in figure 14-a. Finally, the resistances Rs and Rp of the scaled 
circuit should be twice of the single cell resistance. 
Because of the non-linear relation of the diode, the method of scaling D2 parameters to 
maintain Id is not easy. Thereby to equate this parameter, the Shockley diode relation is 
used in both circuits in figure 14 and equated to give the following relation: 
𝐼𝑂(𝑒
(𝑞 𝑉𝑑1/𝑚𝐾𝑇) − 1) =  𝐼𝑂(𝑒
(𝑞𝑉𝑑2/𝑚𝐾𝑇) − 1)                          (3-1) 
To preserve the diode current, the exponential terms in the pervious relation must be the 
same, so for the scaled equivalent representation a factor of diode 2 is brought into the 
denominator to decrease Vd2 to Vd1. 
3.3.3     Mathematical Representation of Five Parameters PV Model 
In this section, 5 parameters of PV model are described to form the shape of the I-V curve. 
In this study extracting these parameters is needed, especially Rsh and Rs to converge the 
model to be outfitted with the experimental works. The approached used, is derived from 
[31]. 
The process of extraction parameters depends on the iterative approach called Newton’s 
method that illustrated in [32]. The operating values of the solar panel are used as input 
data, the open and short circuit points also a maximum of both voltage and current can be 
found in the manufacturer’s datasheet or from experimental works. The algorithm depends 
on a much iterative for evaluating the values of resistances and built the characteristic 
curves to converge around the maximum operating points at standard test conditions [31]. 
3.3.3.1 I-V Curve Equation of PV Model 
As shown in figure 13, it is possible to apply Kirchhoff current law. So the mathematical 
equations of the currents through each branch in the cell is described as follows: 
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I = Iph – ID- Ish                                                                                          (3-2) 
Where Iph is the photo-current. Iph varies linearly with irradiation at a specific temperature 
of the cell. Id is the current passing across the diode, which gives the non-linear 
relationship for PV model. Ish is the current thought parallel resistor branch. Each current 
has relevant relation so substituting these expressions, we have: 
I = 𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝐼𝑜  [𝑒
𝑉+𝐼.𝑅𝑠
𝑚.𝑉𝑡 − 1] − [
𝑉+𝐼.𝑅𝑆
𝑅𝑃
]                            (3-3) 
𝑉𝑡 =
𝐾.𝑇
𝑞
                                                                                 (3-4) 
Where: I and V are the output current and voltage through a specific load respectively, m 
is diode ideality factor, Vt is thermal voltage, q is the electron charge equals to 1.602 × 
10−19 C, k is the Boltzmann constant equals to 1.3806503 × 10−23 J/K), and T is 
temperature in kelvin. 
The solar panel is commercial consists of a number of cells connected in series. NS 
indicates to the number of series cells for one panel. For instance, in this study, NS = 72 
for solar panel 
The output current of the model has the following mathematical equations: 
𝐼 = 𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝐼𝑜  [𝑒
𝑉+𝐼.𝑁𝑠∗𝑅𝑠
𝑚∗𝑁𝑠.𝑉𝑡 − 1] − [
𝑉+𝐼.𝑁𝑠∗𝑅𝑆
𝑁𝑠∗𝑅𝑃
]                      (3-5) 
With: 
𝐼𝑝h = [𝐼𝑠𝑐 + 𝐾𝑖 (𝑇𝑐 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓)] 𝐺/Gref                                    (3-6) 
Where Isc is the photo- current at STC (25 
◦
C and 1000W/m2), T and Tref represent the 
ambient and nominal temperatures [Kelvin], G [W/m2] is the illumination level, Gref is the 
nominal illumination and the temperature coefficient Ki of Isc. 
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The saturation current I0 according to the temperature effect could be written as (3-7) [33], 
[34], [35], [36]: 
𝐼𝑜 =  𝐼𝑜,𝑟𝑒𝑓  (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓/𝑇)
3
 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [
𝑞 𝐸𝑔
𝑚 𝐾
(
1
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
−
1
𝑇
)]            (3-7) 
Where Eg is the band gap energy of the diode, and I0,ref is the reference saturation current 
at nominal conditions. 
𝐼𝑜,𝑟𝑒𝑓 =  
𝐼𝑠𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑓
exp(
𝑉𝑜𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑚∗𝑉𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑓
)−1
                                                   (3-8) 
The saturation current I0 of PV cell depends on both dark current density of the diode and 
the cells area effective [39]. 
3.3.3.2    Parameters of PV Model  
Prior to an equivalent circuit of the PV model, it is important to explain the remaining 
necessary three parameters and how they vary with environmental conditions. 
a) Ideality Factor (m) 
The parameter m is considered the first unknown of the solar cell. In this study, m 
is supposed to rely on the PV’s material and be independent of environmental 
conditions. Thereby the value of the m may be arbitrarily assumed. Many papers 
explain how to evaluate the accuracy value of this parameter [40]. Usually, it lies 
in the range of 1 and 1.5 and the selection depends on the remaining parameters to 
adjust the shape of the current-voltage curve. Many values for m are found in 
reference [38] according to the analysis of empirical data. And then any initial value 
of m can be assumed that capable of adjusting the curve of the solar cell. The 
accuracy of the I-V curve can improve by varying this parameter. 
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The open circuit voltage of the cell is changed with this parameter, so if it increased 
the Voc increased. The ideal value of the ideality factor is equal to one, but the 
practical value for silicon solar cell lies between 1 and 2. Green (1992) [40] says 
that ideality factor takes a value between 1 and 2; high currents that mean being 
near 1, and low currents indicate rising towards 1.5. The ideality factor variation 
and influence on the I-V curve is illustrated in figure 15. 
 
Figure 15: I-V curves with different ideality factor 
b) Series and Shunt Resistances  
The degradation in efficiency can be seen from these two parameters. High power 
dissipation across the parallel resistance (Rsh) under non-uniform irradiation, also 
some power lost in series resistance (Rs) and hence the efficiency of the PV panel 
is decreased. When the PV cell is ideal then Rsh has an infinite value and Rs tends 
to zero, also there is not an alternate path to current flow that causes loss power. 
Figure 16 displays the relationship between these two resistances. If decreasing Rsh 
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and increasing Rs that will change the shape of the I-V curve and the result of 
reducing FF as well as Pmax delivered to the load. [41]. 
 
  Figure 16: The influence of Rsh and Rs on I-V curve [40] 
Several ways have proposed determining these resistances mathematically. Having 
mathematical equations seems to be useful to estimate these parameters. Any formula for 
shunt and series resistances must rely on experimental data analysis. 
In literature, some researchers state that varying series resistance in an iterative method, 
increasing the value of Rs until the curve of current-voltage tends to the experimental 
results and then change shunt resistance in the same way. This method is weak and missing 
the accuracy in order to fit experimental data, because both resistance may not be set 
individually if a suitable current-voltage curve is reached. This work suggests an approach 
for adapting Rs and Rsh based on the maximum points found by manufacturer datasheet 
specifications that give Pmax = Vmp*Imp at the maximum point of the I-V curve. Many 
research methods found in the literature proposed an approach to evaluate parameters that 
ability to adjust the I-V curve and don’t care about the P-V curve. Therefore, two curves 
must fit the experimental data at the same time and at the same operating points. The 
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method in [42] indicated to match the P-V curve, but with different ways. In [42] for 
instance, the authors neglect the Rs value. 
The relation between both resistances may be calculated by adjusting Pmax,m = Pmax,e (model 
and experimental) and solving by the iteration method. The following two formulas can be 
used for evaluating the maximum power and then the shunt resistance. 
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑚 =  𝑉𝑚𝑝  {𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝐼𝑜  [exp (
𝑞
𝐾𝑇
 
𝑉𝑚𝑝+ 𝑅𝑠𝐼𝑚𝑝
𝑚 𝑁𝑠
) − 1] −  
𝑉𝑚𝑝+ 𝑅𝑠 𝐼𝑚𝑝
𝑅𝑠ℎ
} =  𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑒   (3-9) 
𝑅𝑠ℎ =  
𝑉𝑚𝑝+ 𝐼𝑚𝑝 𝑅𝑠
𝑉𝑚𝑝 𝐼𝑝ℎ− 𝑉𝑚𝑝 𝐼𝑜 exp[
𝑉𝑚𝑝+ 𝐼𝑚𝑝 𝑅𝑠 
𝑁𝑠𝑚
 
𝑞
𝐾𝑇
]+ 𝑉𝑚𝑝𝐼𝑜−𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑒
       (3-10) 
Formula (3-10) indicates that both resistances vary at the same time to give the matching 
equalization between Pmax, me and Pmax,e in order to produce an accurate I-V curve cross the 
maximum point. The estimation process of both resistances that operates at the maximum 
point of the mathematical power-voltage curve agrees with the experimental maximum 
point. This needs iteration process until reach Pmax,m=Pmax,e . Each iteration step gives new 
values of Rs and Rp up to build the best I-V and P-V curves. Two initial values are needed 
for both resistances so the initial value of Rs is zero and the initial value of shunt resistance 
is calculated by:  
𝑅𝑠ℎ,𝑚𝑖𝑛 =  
𝑉𝑚𝑝
𝐼𝑠𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑓− 𝐼𝑚𝑝
− 
𝑉𝑜𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑓− 𝑉𝑚𝑝
𝐼𝑚𝑝
                           (3-11) 
Figure 17 describes the flowchart of the iterative method algorithm that used in this study. 
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Figure 17: Flowchart algorithm of the proposed approach [31] 
In this study, the NSS-24150MPV panel is selected for simulating and modeling in 
MATLAB / Simulink. In NSS-24150MPV, there are 72 monocrystalline silicon cells 
connected in series and its Pmax 150 watts. Table 1 summarizes NSS-24150MPV panel 
electrical specifications. 
Inputs: Irradiance, Temperature 
Calculate Io from equation (3-7) 
Setting Rs = 0 
Rsh from equation (3-11) 
 
ԑ Pmax > Tol 
No 
 Yes 
 
Iph equation (3-6) 
Rsh equation (3-10) 
Solve equation (3-5) for all values of V  
Estimate P for all values of V 
Find Pmax 
Estimate error  
Increase Rs 
 
 
End 
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Table 1: Electrical specifications of NSS-24150MPV panel at 25 oC, 1000 W/m2 
NS  72 
Imp 4.16 A 
Vmp 36 V 
Pmax,e 150 W 
Isc 4.49 A 
Voc 43.2 V 
KV - 0.2 V/K 
KI 3.15e
-05 A/K 
 
The iterative approach written by Matlab M-files gives the solution for both resistances is 
dependent on the proposed method. These values have satisfied the condition of maximum 
points corresponding to the maximum power. The following table includes the solution of 
the iterative process with five PV parameter model. 
Table 2: Five parameter estimation of NSS-24150MPV panel at 25 oC, 1000 W/m2 
Iph  4.49 A 
m 1.34 
Rsh 693.73 Ω 
Rs 0.074 Ω 
Io 1.21e
-07A 
Voc 43.2 V 
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Figures 18 and 19 describe both curves of the NSS-24150MPV panel modeled with the 
proposed approach. The three remarkable points provided by the manufacturer are matched 
by two curves exactly: Voc, Isc and the maximum point of voltage and current. 
 
Figure 18: I-V curve of NSS-24150MPV panel 
 
Figure 19: P-V curve of NSS-24150MPV panel 
Figures 20 and 21 describe I-V and P-V curves for NSS-24150MPV panel working at a 
nominal temperature of 25 ◦C and five levels of illumination: 1000 W/m2; 800 W/m2; 600 
W/m2; 400 W/m2; and 200 W/m2. 
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Figure 20: I-V curve of NSS-24150MPV panel at five levels of illumination 
 
Figure 21: P-V curve of NSS-24150MPV panel at five levels of illumination 
Figures 22 and 23 show both curves for NSS-24150MPV panel working at five different 
temperature conditions:  0 ◦C; 25 ◦C; 50 ◦C; 75 ◦C and 100 ◦C and at the illumination of 
1000 W/m2. 
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Figure 22: I-V curves of NSS-24150MPVtemperaturesive different temperature 
 
Figure 23: P-V curves of NSS-24150MPVtemperaturesive different temperature 
Figures 20, 21, 22 and 23 demonstrate that characteristic curves dependent on irradiance 
levels and various temperatures for a sample panel. The behavior demonstrated from these 
figures, is that the strong effect of irradiance variations on Isc and the temperature variations 
on Voc. 
Appendix A contains all Matlab M-files scripts that used to obtain the variety of irradiation 
and temperatures on the characteristics of PV panel. Also, scripts used to extract five 
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parameters of the PV module from datasheet values depending on algorithm explained in 
the flowchart in figure 17. 
3.4     Temperature of Solar Cell 
As the ambient temperature change, the cell temperature also changes, therefore the 
changing reflect on the behavior of the cell as well as changes in the power amount 
transferred to the load. Formula (3-12) evaluates the temperature of solar cell [43]. 
𝑇 =   𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 + (
𝑁𝑂𝐶𝑇−20 ℃
.8
)  𝐺                                           (3-12) 
Where NOCT indicates to the nominal operating cell temperature given by the datasheet 
of the panel, Tamb is the ambient temperature and G refers to the irradiation. 
NOCT is known as the temperature achieved by open circuited cells in a panel under the 
conditions as depicted below: [73] 
1. Irradiance = 800 W/m2 
2. Ambient temperature = 20°C 
3. Speed of wind = 1 m/s 
In this study, NOCT is selected equal to 45 oC, this value is found from the range of the 
NOCT in the market that lies between 44 and 48. The best modules have low NOCT 
around 32 oC and the worst case has 55 oC. Then it’s a really significant tip to check the 
NOCT values [73]. 
In the next chapter, the hot spot phenomenon is explained and studied, it will understand 
that how the shunt resistance is playing an essential purpose in creating and developing 
the hot spot problem and what happened due to the fluctuations of the shunts in the reverse 
bias region. 
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CHAPTER 4 
HOT SPOT PHENOMENA MODELING AND SIMULATION 
4.1     Literature Survey 
Hot spotting phenomenon in a series string of PV panel is a result of the mismatch. As the 
PV string working under partial or full shading may cause the panel destruction and power 
degradation. 
IR image is taken of the PV string under non-uniform illumination. Figure 24 displays hot 
spotting problem in a part of the affected cell. Very high internal temperature resulted and 
has the ability to damage and destroy the whole panel, which decreases solar cells output 
power [44]. 
 
   Figure 24: Thermal image of hot spotting 
Several methods have been proposed to detect hot spots. Authors in [45] suggest sensor 
that was able to send a signal to the monitor or system operator, therefore, that sensor has 
the same inclination of cell angle.  The function of that sensor is submitted feedback signal 
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if the hot spot occurred in the defective cell but this approach is very expensive. Another 
detection procedure of the hot spot is established in [46], which monitoring the behavior 
work and energy produced by the PV panels and submit the data to a system operator that 
analyzes data and directly identify the hot spot locations in the modules. 
Reference [47] emphasize the avalanche breakdown of the PV cell, therefore, a cell is 
working in the reverse bias region and reaches breakdown voltage, so a part of the current 
passes across the defective cell. A phenomenon can happen called second or thermal 
breakdown as a cell temperature increase [48]. 
In paper [49] authors study and monitoring the localized shunt in a solar cell, resistive 
solder bonds in field aged panels, bypass diode functionality of the panel, the hot spot 
phenomenon, temperature distribution curve through the panel and charging process of 
batteries. 
Reference [50] presented the hot spot analysis of a solar cell with a type of crystalline 
silicon with a new method to enhance the reliable and fast testing that can be used as a final 
test in the module production. The hot spot effect is identified by IR thermography and 
depends on climate variations, wind velocity, and irradiance. Leakage current density is a 
function of the maximum temperature of fully and partially shaded cell. The maximum 
temperature takes the leakage current density as a linear dependence correlated with hot 
spot and this reverse current reflects a much better evaluation of the hot spot risk that can 
damage the cell during its operation. 
Paper in [51] showed that cracks, poor cell matching, localized soiling and shadowing can 
cause hot spots. Bypass diodes are encouraged to protect the cells by reducing the reverse 
voltage between cell terminals to less than - 10 V. When the bypass diode fails to work, 
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the hot spot can occur. When the shunt resistance is very low the overheated occurred at -
10 V before the diodes turn on. 
Reference [52] authors proposed a model able to detect host spot risk and isolate the 
abnormal panel directly by using electronic relay circuit until shading removed then the 
panel back to work. The panel parameters are tested and achieved three conditions: (i) full 
illumination, (ii) partial / total shading without isolation (iii) partial / total shading with 
isolation. This method protects the panel from permanent damage and improves the 
reliability and efficiency of output power. 
Paper [53] discussed some procedures used to estimate the overall output power of PV 
panels. IR image camera hanged on quadrocopter and used for monitoring the installation 
of PV panels, thus a quick method to observe hot spots in large PV plants. 
Researcher [54] investigated a new approach to detect a hot spot in real time by a method 
depends on the two fixed values of PV panel. These values are voltage and hot spot index. 
The current change rate formula is derived to determine hot spot and normal cells of the 
PV system. 
Paper [55] proposed a method using image processing algorithms (Gaussian filter, median 
filter, and edge detection) to analyze the IR image of PV cells. This method helps to obtain 
the temperature increasing locations of the cells and to detect the affected hot spotting cells. 
Reference [56] represented a model describes the reverse bias mode of PV cell. The study 
of avalanche mechanisms helps to establish this model. PV cells with reverse bias are 
dominated by both avalanche mechanisms and shunt resistance. 
In paper [57] authors studied the thermal behavior of PV cells and established the model 
of the hot spot condition. The model is capable of dealing with the temperature increased 
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and evaluated a cell temperature, thus estimate the degradation of output power. A fully 
and partially shade cases are applied to the proposed module. A partially shaded is more 
dangerous than fully shaded affected PV cells. 
Paper [58] observed 200 affected panels. Many tests are accomplished to investigate hot 
spot locations. Visual and IR image inspection, electroluminescence, peak power and 
operating voltage methods are performed. Experimental results based on IR inspection 
emphasized that the irradiation should be greater than 700 W/m2 and analysis performed 
in the summer semester with the highest ambient temperature and write the linear 
relationship between temperature and irradiance. 
4.2     Hot Spot Phenomenon Formation and Principle 
4.2.1 Effects of Shunt Resistance of PV Cell 
Many types of research show that a low parallel resistance affects the efficiency, fill factor, 
voltage, and current [59]. A fixed series resistance and different values of the shunt 
resistance lead to different effects on the I-V curve characteristics of the panel. Figure 25 
describes the drop in the panel’s voltage as the shunt resistance, reduced of the NSS-
24150MPV model. However, if the shunt resistance lost its highest numerical value, the 
degradation accelerates the hot spot development over the whole panel due to the current 
flow in the shunt path. 
The relation between shunt resistance and output power of the NSS-24150MPV panel is 
shown in figure 26. The same figure shows that the efficiency dropped as a shunt resistance 
decreased. In conclusion, the total power dissipated with very low shunt resistance [59]. 
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Figure 25: I-V curves with various shunt resistance 
 
Figure 26: P-V curves with various shunt resistance 
 4.2.2    Hot Spot Principle 
In the PV systems, the hot spot phenomenon happens when one cell or more of series 
connected cells in a string is working in the negative region. Physically, it happens when a 
single cell as shown in figure 27 is covered by an external object and produced current not 
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equal to the string current, thereby gives less than the string’s current that leads to localized 
heat up area consequently the defective cell behaves as internal resistive load and consumes 
an amount of power [60]. 
 
Figure 27: A string with one shaded cell [61] 
This type of mismatch has occurred when any cell of the string is shaded and leads to 
produce less current of a string and can cause breakdown voltage of the defective cell and 
structural problems such as glass surface broken as shown in figure 28. 
 
Figure 28: Glass broken due to a hot spot phenomenon [61] 
4.2.3    Reverse Bias and Breakdown Voltage Model 
As the shading effect continues over a long time duration and not removed, the cell starts 
work in the dangerous mode called reverse biased region. It is too much stress and may 
reach the breakdown voltage on the negative side so the shaded cell is operated at the 
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reverse bias, leads to dissipate more power as a heat in the shunt resistance and the total 
power will be reduced. In the worst case, the output power delivered to the load will be 
zero [62]. 
In reverse biased region of the current passing through the shaded cell is locally 
concentrated in the shunt resistance and heats up the shaded cell location that can damage 
the cell encapsulation [63]. 
The shunt resistance Rsh reduction has a profound impact on the I-V curve and causes a 
strong influence on the whole I-V curve of the module. 
Figure 29 illustrates the shaded cell working in the negative region and the breakdown 
voltage of protection bypass diode. It can be seen that the breakdown voltage is reached to 
-13 V, and this represents the maximum negative operating voltage of the shaded cell in 
the presence of bypass diode. So when the bypass diode is disconnected, the breakdown 
voltage increases and reach up -30 volts, besides the high increase in junction temperature 
due to the breakdown current passing across a shunt resistance which leads to thermal stress 
of the shaded cell [64]. This causes a hot spot and burns the panel. 
 
Figure 29: Reverse bias characteristics of NSS-24150MPV panel 
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The reverse characteristic was implemented by J. W. Bishop in 1988 [65], and it can be 
modeled inside the PV cell module. Figure 30 shows the solar cell with forward and reverse 
characteristic. However, it does include additional multiplication term M(Vj) for the 
reverse current which is inserted in the shunt branch so it connected in series with a parallel 
resistance. According to this circuit, currents distribution inside each branch can be written 
as follows: 
 
Figure 30: Solar cell equivalent circuit with reverse bias term 
𝐼𝑠ℎ =  
𝑉𝑗
𝑅𝑠ℎ
 [1 + 𝑎 (1 − 
𝑉𝑗
𝑉𝑏𝑟
)
−𝑛
]                                     (4-1) 
𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡 =  𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝐼𝑜  [exp (
𝑞 𝑉𝑗
𝑚 𝐾 𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
) − 1 ] − 𝐼𝑠ℎ                (4-2) 
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 =  𝑉𝑗 − 𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑅𝑠                                                       (4-3) 
𝑉𝑗 =  𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡  𝑅𝑠                                                         (4-4) 
Where 𝑉𝑏𝑟 is the breakdown voltage, Vj is the voltage across the shunt term, a is the fraction 
of ohmic current involved in the breakdown voltage, n is the avalanche breakdown 
exponent, Iph is the photo-current, Io is the diode saturation current, q is the electron charge, 
m is ideally factor, k is Boltzmann constant, and Tcell is the temperature of the cell in kelvin. 
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In this study, the following three parameters a, n and 𝑉𝑏𝑟 are selected equal to .01, 3 and -
14.4 V respectively, and these values are used in reverse biased characteristics graphical 
representation in figure 29 where it depicts the whole I-V curve of all working regions. The 
curve is implemented according to the Bishop’s model [65]. As illustrated in the full 
illumination mode, if the solar cells connected in series basically generating power until 
the voltage reach to its open circuit voltage. On the other hand, the I-V curve has the reverse 
region if the solar cell under non-uniform illumination. The curve goes on until reaching 
the breakdown voltage of the diode (Vbr) which has a range between -12 to -20 volts in 
polycrystalline solar cell and -30 volts in the monocrystalline solar cell [60]. 
Figure 29 also describes three modes of the cell’s behavior. It can be seen that a linear 
relation between voltage and current (0 V to -10 V) lies in the reverse voltage mode due to 
the leakage current which passes through parallel resistance. If the leakage current 
increased, then the breakdown point happened in a quick manner. As known in the 
literature, the shunt resistance Rsh indicates to the defects and impurity in the cell material. 
As these impurity concentration are increased, the shunt resistance, reduced, so the 
breakdown point can happen at lower negative bias voltages. Close to the shaded cell 
position, the emphasis of current exceeds, therefore causes destruction in the cell due to 
the principle of overheating. 
In conclusion, in the forward bias, low shunt resistance leads to decrease maximum power 
(Pmpp), so the fill factor of the cell will affect (FF = Pmpp/(Voc*Isc)) and reduced. Also in the 
reverse bias, low shunt resistance speeds up the thermal stress damage [60]. More power 
loss with lower values of parallel resistance in reverse bias condition, so the operation of 
the shaded cells with a high shunt resistance reduces the current passes in the string and 
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hence the power loss as a heat in those covered calls are much less than the case of low 
shunt resistance values where the shunt current is high. 
The shading level effect on solar cells with low and high parallel resistance can be seen in 
reference [61]. In the case of the high shunt resistance, the most severe case (power 
dissipation will be large i.e. worst hot spot effect) occurs at a low shading level and more 
current is passed ingoing the covered cell. On the other hand, the dangerous case happens 
when the low shunt resistance and the high shading level is applied, where the reduction 
of irradiation will cause huge leakage current and thus more imposed reverse voltage with 
high power dissipation. 
4. 3    Hot Spot Formation Mechanism in Solar Cell  
As the power degradation proceeds in the shaded cell, deterioration may be extended to the 
non-defective cells if the protection process is failed, that means the bypass diodes are not 
able to conduct in the suitable time. When the module current is greater than Isc of the 
covered cell, then the shaded cell worked as the internal resistive load and operated in a 
backward biased region, so it dissipates power besides the power generated from the rest 
cells in the same string [66]. The whole power of that string is wasted as the heat in the 
parallel resistance of the shaded cell and the surface of the solar panel became stressed and 
heats up to the high temperatures. 
4. 3.1    Currents and Voltages Distribution in PV String under Hot Spot Condition 
The main risk associated with hot spot phenomena should be studied is thermal stress and 
the increasing in temperature degrees especially in the desert environment. It is recognized 
that the ambient temperature climbs up in the hottest days in summertime, so the risk 
increased in the cells affected by hot spots. 
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To examine the mechanism formation of a hot spot in PV cells, let’s consider two cells 
connected in series as illustrated in figure 31, one cell is under partial shading. 
 
Figure 31: Two cells connected in series under non-uniform illumination 
As shown in the previous figure, the first solar cell is exposed to the full irradiance while 
the second under partial illumination. In this case, PV1 produced I1 that always greater than 
the current produced by PV2 (I2) and greater than the current delivered to the load IL. 
However, I2 may be less or greater than load current IL depending on the load resistor value. 
The solar cell diode D2 has two operating regions. The first region is in the forward and 
occurs when the photo-current (I2) is greater than the load current (IL) so the defective 
voltage cell V2 has a positive value even though the PV panel is under partial shading. The 
second case occurs when the load impedance is changed by decreasing itself. The output 
current (IL) will be greater than the cell current (I2). So the difference current (about IL-I2) 
is representing the negative or leaked current passed through the cell under partial shading. 
The reverse bias of cell 2 leads to make V2 negative, so the dissipated power in the shaded 
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cell causing a hot spot risk. The degradation of the solar panel because of the fact that the 
shunt current through cell 2 is severely limited, so the current through the string is 
significantly limited by the shaded cell current [67]. More power degradation and fast hot 
spot formation occurred that making harmful stress on the panel terminals. 
Voltages Distribution in PV String under Hot Spot Phenomenon 
Voltages across the shaded and unshaded cells distributed based on the connection of 
bypass diodes. Commercially PV factories inserted bypass diodes for every group of cells. 
Figure 32 shows the voltage division of the string. So the voltage across the unshaded cells 
can be measured by the following expression: 
           𝑉𝑛−1 =  (
𝑛−1
𝑛
)  𝑉                                                (4-5) 
Where: 
n: number of cells connected in series  
V: output voltage of the panel 
 
Figure 32: Schematic diagram of n cells connected in series 
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When some cells are under partially or fully shading effect, the voltage is divided between 
them as illustrated in figure 33.  
Let’s consider having a string with one cell under fully shading (i.e., Iph = 0 = Isc) as 
illustrated in figure 33. Since the string current I pass through fully illuminated cells and 
travels across a parallel resistance Rp, the shaded cell works in the reverse biased region, 
so the negative voltage across the shaded cell can be estimated by the following formula: 
𝑉𝑠ℎ = 𝐼 (𝑅𝑝 + 𝑅𝑠)                                                  (4-6) 
 
Figure 33: Schematic diagram of n cells with one shaded cell 
The following expressions can be used to calculate the total voltage across the string: 
𝑉𝑆𝐻 =  𝑉𝑛−1 − 𝐼 (𝑅𝑝 + 𝑅𝑠)                               (4-7) 
Using the formula (4-5) in the formula (4-7) we get: 
𝑉𝑆𝐻 =  (
𝑛−1
𝑛
)  𝑉 − 𝐼 (𝑅𝑝 + 𝑅𝑠)                        (4-8) 
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Figure 34 describes the bypass diode operation during inhomogeneous irradiation and the 
switching point to convert the diode from off to on depends on the shading rate, the string's 
current, and the module current. It can be seen that as the load increased from zero 
impedance to infinity, the currents of the module, string and bypass are changed, and the 
operating point is switched from off to on. The diode shift to off mode when the load is 
open circuited and no current flow in bypass diode that means the reverse voltage across 
the diode. 
 
Figure 34: Bypass diode operating point under shading effect 
Currents Distribution in PV String under Hot spot Phenomenon 
After illustrating the voltage division of the shadowed and illuminated cells inside the same 
string, it is necessary to demonstrate how the current flows through the same string. Figure 
35 shows the current distribution through three branches: string, bypass diode, and load. 
The current distribution is necessary to understand the working process of the panel under 
non-uniform irradiation. 
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Figure 35: Currents distribution inside the string under shading 
As shown in the previous figure, currents I1, I2, and I3 flow in the three branches can be 
written as: 
I1 = I2 + I3                                                                                          (4-9) 
Where: 
I1 = Imodule       Module current. 
I2 =  Ibypass      Bypass diode current. 
I3 =  Istring      String current. 
Istring =  Ish + Iph                                              (4-10) 
I1 = Imodule =  Ibypass + Ish + Iph               (4-11) 
Ish = Ishunt     Shunt or leakage current, according to the Bishop’s model explained in 
figure 30. 
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Iphin equation (4-11) Indicates to the photo-current of the shaded cell. If there is more than 
one cell under the shade effect at the same time in the same string, equation (4-11) is 
applied on the worst / extreme shaded cell percentage level. 
For example: if two cells work at two shading levels with 200 W/m2 and 800W/m2 
respectively, the cell with lower irradiation has a photo-current that used in equation (4-
11). However, the second cell behaves like a normal cell. So 200W/m2 shaded cell, in a 
string with full illuminated cells, can cause significant power dissipation in the whole solar 
panel. The covered cell is able to reduce the string's current to almost its limited current 
depends on the irradiance level. 
4. 4    Matlab Modeling for Hot Spot Evaluation 
It is known that the voltage across a shaded cell has a negative polarity, the leakage current 
flow increased quickly, and a mismatch happened, therefore, the reduction in power is the 
latest result. This phenomenon is described by several names: avalanche breakdown, hot 
breakdown, nonlinear shunt resistance, dark current breakdown, or reverse breakdown 
voltage [68]. 
The model of the hot spot phenomena of PV panel has been performed in MATLAB/ 
Simulink environment as described in figure 32 that includes the whole module with all 
parts such as the load, the number of cells connected in series, the number of bypass diodes, 
current / voltage meters, and the Bishop circuit. 
The main basic parameter of the Simulink model is represented by the equivalent circuit of 
solar cell described in figure 73. The irradiance and the temperature are required as input 
data. The simulation is able to give full details about reverse and forward bias modes for 
each cell individually of the whole module, allows getting both electrical characteristic 
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curves, and also show the current distribution in the shaded and illuminated cells and the 
currents flow in the bypass diodes and each string of the module. 
 
Figure 36: A Matlab / Simulink model of PV hot spot  
The simulation allows to estimate Iph, Io, Istring, and Ish, for each solar cell individually and 
Ibypass for bypass diodes and finally Imodule of the panel. 
Inside each solar cell of the model, a schematic circuit can be seen with full mathematical 
formulas that estimated the current flow. 
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Figure 37: Simulink block of a solar cell 
Figure 33 (a and b) describes the Simulink block diagram for estimate the diode saturation 
current (Io) at any operating conditions of illumination and temperatures. 
 
(a) Simulink blocks for calculating saturation current 
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(b) Simulink blocks for calculating saturation current at normal conditions  
Figure 38: Simulink blocks for calculate Io 
Figure 39 describes the Simulink blocks diagram for the photo-current (Iph) at the nominal 
illumination level and temperature. 
 
Figure 39: Simulink blocks for calculating Iph 
Figure 04 describes the Simulink block diagram for the current (Im) passes through shunt 
and series resistances of the cell at the nominal illumination level and temperature. Series 
resistance current represents the string current that flows in all cells connected in the same 
string. 
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Figure 40: Simulink blocks for calculating current of shunt and series resistances 
Figure 41 describes the Simulink block diagram for the leakage current passes through a 
shunt resistance during the shading condition for the non-uniform illumination level and 
the nominal temperature. This current represents the Bishop’s model with breakdown 
voltage term. 
 
Figure 41: Simulink blocks for Bishop’s model with reverse bias term 
4.5    Evaluation Methods of the Hot Spot Phenomenon  
In this study, three methods are used to evaluate and observe the formation and creation 
process of hot spots in the defective cells. The first method is dealing with the power 
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reduction that can read from the online power curve delivered to the fixed load. The second 
method is concentrated along the current behavior inside the defective and non-defective 
cells in the same string of the PV panel. And the last method is done by investigating 
thermal stress and rising temperature in the shaded cells, this method is performed by the 
thermal IR imaging technique. In the following subsections, the first two methods will be 
covered and explained with the simulation results and then validated these methods by 
experimental works using the third method which we shall study and learn from the next 
chapter. 
4.5.1   PV Panel Characteristics in Study 
The module that used for three methods has three strings contain 72 mono-crystalline cells 
serially connected. Figures 42 and 43 illustrate the PV photograph with configuration 
details of cells, strings, and bypass diodes. The panel is divided into 24 cells for each string 
with the parallel bypass device. 
 
Figure 42: Picture of PV panel under study 
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Figure 43: Configuration diagram of strings and bypass diodes 
This panel has a maximum power output of 150 W with Isc of 4.49A, Voc of 43.2V, Imp of 
4.1A and Vmp of 36V. The effects of degradation and bad cells on the panel’s I-V and P-
V curves are investigated using the following methods. 
4.5.2    Method 1: Reduction in Power - Online Output Power Profile (OOPP) 
In this method, a fixed load is connected to the PV panel and study the shading effect during 
a period of time such as 24 hours. At least if one cell is shaded, out of a series connection 
with full illuminated cells, can induce a huge power dissipation in the whole panel output. 
The covered cell is capable of reducing the string and module currents to almost its limited 
current that proportional to shading rate. For illustration, if one cell is working under 
different sunlight levels, connected in series with 23 full illuminated cells worked at 1000 
W/m2, as described in figure 44. 
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Figure 44: A string contains 24 cells with one shaded cell 
Characteristic curves of the whole PV panel with one shaded cell can be shown in figures 
45, 46, 47, 48, 49, and 50. Both curves are plotted simultaneously for variable impedance 
with various shading levels (0 to 1000 W/m2) of the shaded PV1 and the current is changed 
from zero A to the Isc of the panel. 
      
Figure 45: I-V and P-V curves of PV1 at 1000 W/m
2 
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Figure 46: I-V and P-V curves of PV1 at 800 W/m
2 
        
Figure 47: I-V and P-V curves of PV1 at 600 W/m
2 
       
Figure 48: I-V and P-V curves of PV1 at 044 W/m2 
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Figure 49: I-V and P-V curves of PV1 at 044 W/m2 
        
Figure 50: I-V and P-V curves of PV1 at 4 W/m2 
It can be observed that at full illumination level 1000 W/m2 (zero shading), the whole I-V 
and P-V curves are lying in the positive mode because there is no cell working in reverse 
bias. However, the remaining curves (figures 46-50) under different levels of irradiance lie 
that between 0 and 800 W/m2 have the shaded cell operated in a reverse biased mode. As 
the shading level increased the negative voltage across the shaded cell increased and the 
current of the string decreased, thus more applied shadow level causes a more negative 
voltage across the defective cell. 
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The P-V curves on the right side of previous figures are very necessary to investigate and 
analyze the power reduction and the hot spot areas appeared in the shaded cell. For 
example, in figure 47 a cell has a reverse voltage of -13 V so huge amount of power -50 W 
is lost in the covered cell if the irradiance 600 W/m2 compared with irradiance level 0 W/m2 
where power dissipated at this case about -22 W. In conclusion, a little shaded solar cell is 
more exposed to the hot spot risk because this amount of power is concentrated in the 
smallest defective areas in the cell. 
From algebraic equations of voltages around the string that includes 23 full illuminated 
cells and one shaded, when the string voltage is zero, which means the equalization 
between the reverse voltage across the shaded cell and summation of the positive voltages 
across 23 illuminated cells. But the worst case occurs with extremely shaded cell because 
the impact on the other cells was huge and the panel could lose the whole contributed power 
that can deliver to the load. 
The online power profile can detect the power reduction during the time if the shading 
takes place. In this study, real data are collected for the weather conditions, i.e. irradiation 
and ambient temperatures for three days and simulated by the hot spot model in Simulink. 
Figures 51 and 52 show the irradiance data during three days also the temperature profile 
for the same period. Figure 53 shows the power, voltage, and current across the load during 
three days. It can be observed that they take the same shape of input data and they are 
tracing each point of data during the operation process of the panel so if shading occurs, 
the online profile will reflect the location and the time of that problem exactly.  
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Figure 51: Irradiance data during three days 
 
Figure 52: Cell temperature data during three days 
 
Figure 53: Online profile of power, voltage and current during 3 days without shading 
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If any external object caused a shading force on the surface of the PV panel during daylight 
hours, at least one cell shaded, a severe reflection will happen in the operation of the panel 
and hence the output power is affected. Hence from the online power curve, it’s very clear 
to see the degradation in power and extracts how much force is lost during shading time, 
and this mismatch could cause hot spot risk if the shading object isn’t removed and kept 
for a long time. 
Figure 54 shows the online power, voltage and current profiles across the load if the 
shading effect occurred in the middle of the first day. Completely shading has happened 
on the first day for one cell only, so the power dissipated in the shaded cell leads to 
localized heat stress and raise the temperature degree of the rest cells in the same string. 
That raise in temperature creates hot spots risk in the entire string which potentially has the 
failure of transferring power to the load. It has been noted that the load in this situation is 
considered to be fixed and adjusted to 3.6 Ω (RLoad = Vmax/Imax). Also, the cell temperature 
is considered, so the maximum power delivered to the load can be estimated by both output 
current and voltage. 
 
Figure 54: Online profile of power, voltage and current during 3 days under shading 
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It can be seen that the location, the time of energy drop and the amount of power loss 
compared to the normal case at the same position. For instance: in the reference situation 
the output power was 110 W before the shading time, and this value became 50 W after 
shading. This amount of power dissipation accelerated the hot spot formation in the 
defective cell.  
Figure 55 shows the shading effect on the individual cell during three days, it’s obvious 
that how the full shading can reduce the whole output power, current, and voltage of the 
system. 
 
Figure 55: Online shading profile for one cell 
Bypass diodes are working to reduce the hot spot effect, so they can bypass the cells 
included in the same affected string before the shaded cell reached the breakdown region. 
This operation of bypass just reduces the thermal stress on a single cell, but hot spot risk 
can still happen [69, 70]. 
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4.5.3    Method 2: Currents Distribution in the Hot Spotting Area 
In this method, the connection between the leakage current in the shaded cells and the 
shading level is seen. It can be seen that the leakage current passes through the shunt 
resistance depends on the shading levels applied to a cell or group of cells operates in the 
reverse bias region. 
As a result of shunt current the output power deterioration accelerated rapidly while 
shading level increased so the shunt current has a linear relation with shading level and 
increased proportionally. Figure 56 illustrates the relation between illumination level and 
shunt current for one cell. 
Figure 57 shows the relationship between the rise of the shunt current and the 
corresponding power dissipation in shunt resistance. Moreover, in this situation a higher 
shunt current flows through shunt resistance, the hot spot risk has a big impact on the 
shaded cell and speeds up the panel damage. 
 
Figure 56: Relation between shunt current and irradiation level  
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Figure 57: Relation between shunt current and power dissipation in Rsh 
To investigate the hot spot current details, two case studies were considered. The first case 
is when the panel is short-circuited and the second case is when the panel is operating at 
full load condition; in both cases, the panel temperature is kept at the standard of 25 oC but 
the considered cell for experimentation is subject to the different level of irradiation. 
During both study cases, all other cells in the considered string or on the other panel strings 
are always subjected the standard irradiation level. 
Table 3 : Case study to investigate hot spotting situations at short circuit condition 
Irr.  
(W/m2) 
Ishunt 
(A) 
Pdiss_shaded 
cell(W) 
Pdiss_Rsh(W) 
Istring 
(A) 
Ibypass 
(A) 
Iph  
(A) 
Imodule = Iph + 
Ibypass+ Ishunt  
(A) 
1000 0.001 0.46 0.01 4.47 0 4.49 4.47 
900 0.427 18.42 1.76 4.46 0 4.04 4.46 
800 0.861 36.97 7.15 4.45 0.023 3.59 4.47 
700 1.17 49.97 13.77 4.34 0.13 3.14 4.47 
600 1.32 50.47 16.64 4.00 0.45 2.69 4.47 
500 1.37 47.64 18.04 3.61 0.86 2.25 4.48 
400 1.41 43.24 18.96 3.20 1.27 1.79 4.47 
300 1.43 38.18 19.65 2.78 1.68 1.35 4.46 
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200 1.45 32.73 20.20 2.35 2.12 0.89 4.47 
100 1.47 27 20.66 1.92 2.56 0.45 4.47 
0 1.48 21.07 21.06 1.48 2.99 0 4.47 
 
Table 3 explains that the sunlight current has a stable value and increases as shadowing 
rate decreases. It can be seen that with smaller shadowing levels the power dissipated inside 
the covered cell still high. Hence it is clear that the total power loss is controlled by the 
photo-current. 
If the shadow rate was very low as cleared in table 3 (illumination levels = 900 W/m2) the 
bypass diode could not switch on and conducts current because the voltage drop in forward 
bias is lower than the operating voltage of the bypass diode, which leads to the hot spot 
risk at the location of the shading and lastly damages the PV panel. So the conduction time 
of bypass diode is controlled by the leakage current and the shading level. 
From table 3 it can be observed that the power dissipated in the shaded cell is gathered 
from the power contributed from the rest cells connected in the same string. For instance: 
in the case of fully shading, The dissipated shaded cell power equal to 21.06 watts, if this 
value divided by the number of the resting cell (23), then it gives the same amount of power 
generated by each fully illuminated cell around 0.92 watts.  
The dissipated total shaded cell power start to increase with the shading level rise to reach 
a maximum then declines while the shading level continues to reach darkness. If the 
shading level did not reach, the required amount needed to switch the diode from backward 
bias to forward bias, the diode current remains zero, but the dissipated power has been 
already initiated. 
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In the second case study, the same test is applied, but the load is adjusted to maximum 
operating condition, i.e. RL = Vmp / Imp = 8.6 Ω. All results are achieved for a single cell, 
with various illumination levels and working at the standard temperature 25 oC and 
recorded in table 4. 
Table 4: Case study to investigate hot spotting situations at normal load condition 
Irr. 
(W/m2) 
Ishunt 
(A) 
Pdiss_shaded 
cell(W) 
Pdiss_Rsh 
(W) 
Istring 
(A) 
Ibypass 
(A) 
Iph 
(A) 
Imodule = Iph + 
Ibypass+ Ishunt  
(A) 
Pload 
(W) 
1000 .05 2.08 .026 4.17 0 4.49 4.17 149.3 
900 .06 2.34 .03 4.10 0 4.04 4.10 144.7 
800 .33 12.38 3.16 3.92 0 3.56 3.92 132.2 
700 .59 21.03 3.30 3.73 0 3.14 3.73 119.6 
600 .83 28.20 6.65 3.53 0 2.69 3.53 107 
500 1.07 34.19 10.30 3.32 0 2.25 3.32 94.67 
400 1.31 39.06 16.47 3.11 0 1.79 3.11 82.95 
300 1.43 38.06 19.68 2.78 .23 1.35 3.01 77.76 
200 1.45 33.97 20.21 2.44 .57 .99 3.01 77.69 
100 1.47 27.11 20.76 1.92 1.09 .45 3.01 77.69 
0 1.48 23.50 20.95 1.66 1.27 .18 2.92 73.41 
 
From table 4, it is clear that in the loaded case, the total power dissipation in the defective 
cell presents similar behavior in the short circuit case where the dissipation rises to reach 
the maximum then declines. 
The bypass diode needed heavier shading level to conduct while the hot spot is growing in 
heat dissipation. One the bypass diode is turned on, the power delivered to the load remains 
almost fixed at 77.6 W while the shading level continues to increase. The shunt current 
also continues at an almost at a fixed value of 1.45 A, but the photo-current changed at 
each new level of irradiation that leads to change in the string and consequently bypass 
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diode currents. On the other hand, in the cases when the irradiation lies between 1000 and 
400 W/m2 the bypass diode remains off and can’t conduct the current however the shading 
applied, this causes a real danger on the panel because the protection represented by the 
bypass diode is not active and the heat dissipation is going on. 
The rated transferrable power to the load at STC is 150 watts that can be seen in the table 
at 1000 W/m2 and this value starts to decreases as the illumination level dropped from 1000 
to 0 W/m2 .The power lost represent the dissipation across the shunt resistance and shaded 
cell inside the panel and lead to localized heat that means this heat could crate hot spot risk 
and damage the panel. 
Figure 58 shows the relation between irradiation intensity and the power deliver to the load. 
 
Figure 58: Irradiation level and the load power 
To get interpretation and accepted discussion, it is clear to say that under short-circuit 
current test the worst case of the highest degradation of power inside the shaded cell of the 
panel. By measuring all currents, it is proved that the range of the power dissipated in the 
string depends on reverse current and corresponding reverse bias voltage across the cell. 
The negative voltage value is the summation of voltages across the unshaded cells in the 
string and the operating voltage across the bypass diode. Moreover, the short-circuit test of 
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hot spot detection investigated that at full shading case the shunt current becomes high as 
shown in table 3 but the photo-current has the highest values at a lower shading levels as 
appeared in previous table 3.  
Figure 59 summarizes the behavior of the power dissipation in the shaded cell as the 
function of irradiation level variation in the short circuit test. The irradiation level is 
directly related to the photo-current. The dissipated power reaches a maximum of 50.47 W 
dissipate at the shaded cell. On the other hand, figure 60 shows the behavior of shunt power 
dissipated with the level irradiation at the affected cell. 
The same conclusion for the second case is achieved as the panel is loaded, and the 
maximum power dissipation across the shaded cell occurred at 400 W/m2 as seen in table 
4. 
By evaluating the power dissipated for the shadowed cell and shunt resistance at different 
irradiation levels, it was proven that hot spot is connected up to the power dissipation in 
the shunt resistance and the affected part of the cell and that increases internal temperature 
and so leading to thermal stress. This will be studied in the third method by means of 
thermal distribution on the cell’s surface. 
 
Figure 59: Power dissipation in shaded cell  
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Figure 60: Power dissipation in shunt resistance  
4.5.4     Method 3: Infrared Image Technology in PV Panel 
Thermal image processing or thermography, is a very important measurement approach in 
the industrial area. This technology provides time saving, real, accurate information, and 
fast detection of defective devices. 
IR image camera has the ability to detect a small electromagnetic spectrum lies between 
9,000–14,000 nanometers in the IR range. According to the black body radiation law, any 
object above absolute zero will transmit IR radiation, thus the temperature can be 
measured. The variations in temperature of the objects can be evaluated and analysis by 
this method. Advancements of IR technique, detection can be used to investigate the shunt 
resistance that causes the hot spot in solar cells. 
In 1990, the first studied with IR thermography used to observe the behavior of shunts in 
solar cells under reverse bias [71]. 
A reverse bias was detected with an IR camera. As higher temperature the cells have a 
strong current passing through shunt resistance, then hot spots are created and formed. 
Figure 61 shows thermography image captured by a forward-looking infrared radiometer 
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(FLIR) brand system camera to detect the abnormal panels over the large area of solar 
systems. 
       
(a) Hot spot                                             (b) PV panel from the back  
Figure 61: Thermography images taken by a FLIR E60 camera  
As shown above, a thermal image has a capability of discovering the abnormal and 
defective areas that are suffering from high temperatures. Hot spot locations can give 
information about shunts, especially in solar cells of crystalline silicon material, depending 
on the location and shape. For example, bypass diode operation can cause bypassed string 
to heat up thus increasing the temperature of that string and affected the whole module 
efficiency. Shunts, cracks, and shadowing in solar cells appear as hot spot phenomena. The 
most advantage of thermography cameras is giving the temperature distribution inside each 
cell of the panels in PV systems during working. 
It is necessary to estimate the cycle life and thereby the performance of PV panels in order 
to evaluate the cell temperature at the same time of estimating the voltage across the cell 
and current flow under hot spot risk. 
During irradiation, the current will flow in the panel, and the heat stress is rapidly 
generated, especially in the hot days according to the highest temperatures. If any mismatch 
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occurred during the operation cycle of the panel, the inhomogeneous irradiant reached the 
cells and as a result, the temperatures will be different from one cell to another. So the IR 
camera has the ability to display the temperature profile of all cells during the module is 
producing power. 
In this study, the thermography image processing and a suitable temperature device are 
used to detect the hot spotting areas during the short circuit, open circuit, maximum power 
point of the module and various load conditions. 
The process to validate this method depends on the highest cell temperature of the module 
at the short circuit test and normally loaded panel test. The steps of this method apply to 
the panel shown in figure 62, where the panel is exposed to a radiant of ≥ 654 W/m² and 
forcing shading effect on some cells in each string for many hours i.e. hot spot creation, 
then the hottest areas will appear and cells will heat up. Using a suitable temperature 
instrument (e.g. Temperature gun infrared thermometer) and FLIR E60 camera as shown 
in figure 63. 
 
Figure 62: Typical 72 cells used in the hot spot tracking test 
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By creating the hot spot and recorded its temperature by the FLIR camera and measure the 
I-V curve of the panel under shadowed effect it is clear to say that the highest reverse 
current with the presence of a bypass diode indicates to defective cells. 
 
Figure 63: FLER E60 camera 
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CHAPTER 5 
Experimental Works and Results 
5.1     Characteristics of Solar Panel and Investigation Models’ Five Parameters 
The solar cell model was examined for three panels, and given results appropriately with 
experimental datasheet supported by the manufacturer at STC of cell temperatures and 
irradiation levels. Modules tested in experimental works include the types of NSS-
24150MPV, NSS -12100MPV and YL260P-29b PV panels. 
Table 5 summarizes the specifications for three PV panels at STC and table 6 shows the 
calculated five parameters in Matlab M -files at STC. The simulation results for the panels 
under test are sensitive to the operating points of weather conditions, so to get the same 
values of specifications at STC could be difficult in the higher temperature areas. Without 
getting accurate reference conditions of irradiation and cell temperature, it is impossible to 
get appropriate characteristic curves with five parameters that tabulated in table 6, but it is 
possible for fitting the existing measures values of ambient temperature and irradiation 
levels and calculated the five parameters by Matlab M-files and hence plotted I-V and PV 
curves for each panel. 
Table 5: Three module specifications at STC 
  NSS-24150M PV NSS -12100M PV YL260P-29b PV 
Operation 
conditions 
Parameter Datasheet Datasheet Datasheet 
 
STC 
1000 W/m2 
25 oC 
Pmax (W) 150 100 260 
Impp (A) 4.10 5.29 8.41 
Vmpp (V) 36 18.9 30.90 
Voc (V) 43.20 22.50 38.90 
Isc (A) 4.45 5.65 8.98 
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Table 6: Three PV panels five parameter estimation at STC 
  NSS-24150M PV NSS -12100M PV YL260P-29b PV 
Operation 
conditions 
Parameter Model Model Model 
 
STC 
1000 W/m2 
25 oC 
Iph  (A) 4.49 5.65 8.98 
m 1.34 1.35 1.28 
Rsh  (Ω) 693.73 448.60 043,070,0 
Rs  (Ω) 0.074 0.001 0.304 
Io (A) 1.20e
-07 8.49e-08 2.48e-08 
 
Figures 64, 65, 66 and 67 describe I-V and P-V curves of NSS -12100M PV and YL260P-
29b PV panels that modeled with the proposed approach explained in chapter 3. The three 
remarkable points provided by the manufacturer are matched by two curves exactly: Voc, 
Isc and Pmp. 
 
Figure 64: I-V curve of NSS -12100M PV panel at STC 
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Figure 65: P-V curve of NSS -12100M PV panel at STC 
 
Figure 66: I-V curve of YL260P-29b PV panel at STC 
 
Figure 67: P-V curve of YL260P-29b PV panel at STC 
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The experimental works were measured by CASSY Lab configuration with its software 
and sensors. The outdoor test measured the I-V and P-V characteristic curve of PV modules 
in outdoor conditions. The experiments produced graphical results that are easily observed 
and identify the mismatch due to shading and dust effects. 
The resistive load has a range between 0 and 100% is used to step through a range of 
voltages that allowed the current to measure at each step of the voltage. Thus, an accurate 
I-V and P-V curves for characterizing PV modules are drawn immediately. However, the 
resistive load is able to provide the current of zero amperes for Voc condition and zero 
voltage for Isc condition. 
The following two tables summarize the five parameter extraction and maximum operating 
points for three panels under test in real operating test conditions (OTC) of irradiation and 
temperature. 
Table 7: Specifications and five parameter extraction of NSS- type panels at OTC 
Operation conditions Parameter NSS-24150M PV NSS -12100M PV 
 
 
 
OTC 
1020.4 W/m2   
 59 oC 
Isc (A) 4.58 5.76 
Pmax (W) 105.99 56.40 
Impp (A) 0 4.70 
Vmpp (V) 26.50 12 
Voc (V) 37.50 19.50 
m 2.22 2.54 
Rsh (Ω) 101.42 170.99 
Rs (Ω) 0.25 0.512 
Io (A) 1.22e
-04 3.93e-04 
Iph (A) 
4.59 5.76 
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Table 8: Specifications and five parameter extraction of YL260P-29b panel at OTC 
Operation conditions 
Parameter YL260P-29b PV 
 
 
 
OTC  
833 W/m2   
 66 oC 
Isc (A) 7.48 
Pmax (W) 143 
Impp (A) 6.50 
Vmpp (V) 22 
Voc (V) 32.50 
m 1.43 
Rsh (Ω) 1011 
Rs (Ω) .84 
Io (A) 1.9605e
-07 
Iph (A) 7.48 
 
Figures from 68 to 73 show the I-V and P-V curves of three panels using the CASSY 
system and then validated these plots by the Matlab M-file simulator and hot spot model 
in Simulink. The curves are plotted at the OTC with the specifications and five parameters 
illustrated in tables 7 and 8. 
 
Figure 68: I-V curve of NSS -24150M PV module at OTC 
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Figure 69: P-V curve of NSS -24150M PV module at OTC 
 
Figure 70: I-V curve of NSS -12100M PV module at OTC 
 
Figure 71: P-V curve of NSS -12100M PV module at OTC 
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Figure 72: I-V curve of YL260P-29b module at OTC 
 
Figure 73: P-V curve of YL260P-29b module at OTC  
It is clear that from previous figures the approximation is achieved between the results from 
measurements by CASSY system hardware and the simulator of the hot spot model. The 
simulation gives an accurate graphical representation of the same operating conditions 
because it evaluates for hundred points of voltage during the variations in the load. Figures 
68 and 69 show the degradation of output power due to aging and hot spot problem of NSS-
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24150M panel. The graphs demonstrate that the panel, which was used in this case is not 
new, and its efficiency may be weakened and refused. 
From previous plots, the temperature effects should be studied carefully. Hence, when the 
temperature rises, Voc of the panel decreases. In this study, the rated Voc of the NSS-
24150M panel at 25 oC is 43.2 V, and it became 37 V at 58 oC. 
Besides, it’s mentioned that any minor variation in the value of the parasitic resistances 
will change the pattern of electrical characteristic curves. A slight change in temperature 
will influence on all parameters of the solar cell. These parameters are considered as 
functions of temperature. 
The reverse saturation current Io and the band gap energy Egab of the silicon material depend 
on cell temperature. As temperature increases as shown in all previous figures of I-V 
curves, Egab transfers I-V curves toward the left that mean reducing the value of Voc and 
the Vmpp. In other words, a large impact on the power delivered to the load while Egab is 
changed. 
Also, the increase in Rs will cause a big voltage drop of the cell as shown in all figures 
depict I-V curves, beside a huge impact degradation on the module voltage. A decrease in 
Rsh will cause a path to a current flow through the shunt resistance and reduces the module 
current, leading to lower output power. While the temperature increases the value of the 
ideality factor also changes and it is increased or decreased linearly depending on the 
material of the solar cell. This value has a strong relation with shunt and series resistances. 
Figure 72 shows a large reduction in the value of series resistance beside the knee of the I-
V curve that affected by the value of the ideality factor. 
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Rs has a massive impact on the slope of the I-V curve near Voc, and hence the value of Rs is 
determined by calculating the slope dI/dVoc of the curve at the Voc from the measured data 
for all panels. By the same way, the value of -1/Rsh is determined at Isc by estimating the 
slope dIsc/dv of the curve. 
From I-V curve in figures 68, 70, and 72, it is observed that Rs increases continuously with 
decreasing the irradiation level and then stabilizes with the more raise in irradiation. On 
the other hand, for low irradiation levels, around 700 W/m2, Rsh was shown increase 
slightly. However, for high irradiation levels around 1000 W/m2, it begins to increase 
rapidly. Increasing Rs and reducing Rsh will decrease Pmax that delivers to the load and 
causing a large drop of FF as shown in figures 69, 71 and 73. 
To get accepted discussion, it is clear to say that from figure 69, the abnormal panel 
suffered from a hot spot problem, and its shunt resistance is dramatically decreased and 
hence the performance of the panel is very poor.  To estimate accuracy, the average relative 
error in term of peak power output so the maximum power due to empirical data has a low 
value around 106 W. Some considerations should be considered with an outdoor module, 
i.e. the performance of bypass diode operation and the adequacy of the internal wire 
connections of the serial cells. These considerations clearly appeared in simulated plots 
that reflects either the panel is working fine or has poor efficiency. 
5.2     PV Panel under Shading Effect – Initial Hot Spot Study  
PV YL260P-29b is a new panel used to examine the effects of shading of a single solar cell 
or any configuration of shading pattern and plotting the I-V and P-V curves, then decided 
the worst case depending on the amount of power dissipation and the reverse bias voltage 
applied. As explained earlier, since the solar cells are connected in series, the same current 
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must pass through each cell under normal operation conditions. The shaded cells operate 
in the reverse bias voltage, thus dissipated power that leading to heat up the affected area 
of the cell and cause the hot spot problem. The function of bypass diodes permits part of a 
module’s current to flow around shaded cells, therefore, limiting the current losses of the 
whole panel. To verify and validate the model of the hot spot that designed in Simulink, 
multi real scenarios are established and applied where the module operated at various levels 
of irradiation and temperatures that are measured in practical experiments and then used to 
examine the initial hot spot for each case. For each scenario, the behavior of the bypass 
diode is recorded and the currents distribution between the shunt resistance and the affected 
string are observed. Also, the five parameters are considered as a function of temperature 
to get the real I-V and P-V curves. 
Six scenarios are tested with a completely shaded cell. Table 9 summarizes each case with 
full details about currents distribution, power calculations, and the value of the parasitic 
resistances related to operating points of irradiation and temperatures. 
In all cases, the load for the panel is adjusted to maximum conditions, i.e. RL = Vmp / Imp. 
The I-V and P-V curves are measured by the CASSY lab in practical experiments and the 
parasitic resistances are estimated from the I-V curves for each case. 
Table 9: Initial hot spot study at Rmax 
Irr. 
(W/m2) 
Temp. 
oC 
Rsh 
(Ω) 
Rs 
(Ω) 
Ishunt 
(A) 
Istring 
(A) 
Ibypass 
(A) 
Imodule 
(A) 
Pdiss_Rs
h(W) 
Pdiss_shaded 
cell(W) 
Pload 
(W) 
1000 25 
10713
24 .304 0 0 6.22 6.22 0 0 139.1 
715 61 
1007.
5 0.98 .61 .61 3.66 4.27 6.21 6.22 65.67 
760 61 339.4 1.24 1.79 1.79 2.53 4.33 18.23 18.29 71.18 
780 65 329 1.36 1.85 1.85 2.86 4.7 18.75 18.83 75.23 
820 64 900 1.1 0.8 0.8 3.41 4.21 9.6 9.8 72.58 
833 66 1011 0.84 .65 .65 3.63 4.29 7.06 7.09 73.44 
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Each case has a different five parameters that calculated by Matlab M-file simulator. These 
different parameters were caused in various I-V and P-V characteristics. 
The electrical characteristics of each case without shading effect are plotted by CASSY 
Lab during experiments and by Simulink hot spot model. Figures 74 and 75 describe the I-
V and P-V curves at operating points of irradiation and temperature that mentioned in first 
two columns of table 9. 
 
Figure 74: I-V curves of YL260P-29b module at initial hot spot study 
 
Figure 75: P-V curves of YL260P-29b module at initial hot spot study 
Table 9 demonstrates the strong relation between the shunt current and shunt resistance 
when the irradiation level decreases. As mentioned in chapter 4, when the cell temperature 
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increases, then the shunt resistance reduces dramatically as a function of temperature, and 
the shunt current that caused initial hot spot is quickly increasing. This observation can be 
seen when the irradiation level reached 760 and 780 W/m2 and the shunt resistance has a 
value around 334 Ω, so the dissipated power through the shunt is raised and leads to a hot 
spot phenomenon. Also, it is clear that, for maximum efficiency of a module, the highest 
Rsh is desired (Irr. = 1000 W/m
2). 
On the other hand, when the irradiation levels are recorded at 715, 820 and 833 W/m2, the 
shunt resistance has a large value around 1444 Ω however the currents are still distributed 
between the bypass diode and the shunt path as explained in chapter 4. In all cases, because 
of fully shading is applied, the photo-current is zero and hence the shunt current must equal 
to the affected string current. 
It can be seen that from the results the bypass diode is working in the presence of shading. 
Bypass diode plays an important role for limit the voltage across the shaded cell from 
access the breakdown voltage as explained in chapter 4. 
In conclusion, three factors accelerate the hot spot development: rise in temperature, the 
lower the irradiation hitting the cell and decreases the numerical value of shunt resistance. 
Deterioration in power means if one cell is shaded it has a huge influence on the module, 
and leads rapidly to the hot spot risk and damage the panel. 
5.3     PV Module under Hot Spot Phenomenon Evaluation 
This part includes the explanation of the work process of the hot spot model in Simulink. 
Wide Simulink blocks and details with inputs of weather data are considered as sub-
modules of the model. A flowchart of the hot spot model is illustrated in figure 76. 
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Figure 76: Flowchart explains the hot spot model structure 
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5.3.1   Fast Hot Spot Creation and Examination 
To examine the shading effects on a PV panel, a series of laboratory experiments were 
carried out. In each test, different areas of the one cell were shaded, in order to investigate 
the effects of the shadow level on the panel. The shading was performed by black carton 
cover to get a completely dark cell. The various combinations of shading were 
implemented in the outdoor test to control the shading ratio and recording the currents and 
voltages across the bypass diodes by thermography technique. The obtained results were 
discussed in the following subsections. 
First Hot Spot Point due to Shading Effect: 
In this study, one cell of NSS -24150M PV module was shaded by black carton cover for 
two hours as shown in figure 77. NSS -24150M module has been deteriorated so the 
locations of degradation have appeared in the strings. The impact of this damage on the 
efficiency of the panel was specified by the two characteristic curves and IR technique. 
The hot spot is generated quickly and its temperature reached 120 oC, however, the ambient 
and module temperatures were 40 oC and 56 oC respectively. The hot spot was seen by the 
naked eye and this situation rarely happened. Figure 78 shows the picture of initial hot spot 
damage taken by digital camera. This test is performed at a short circuit condition, so it 
represents the worst case for hot spot initiation and formation. 
    
(a) The whole panel                                        (b) single shaded cell 
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Figure 77: NSS -24150M PV panel with one shaded cell 
 
Figure 78: Visualization hot spot damage at 120 oC 
The former figure represents the worst case of shading that occurs when the whole cell is 
shaded. Low Rsh has localized shunt path within the cell structure. In this case, overheating 
happens because massive amounts of leakage current flow through a little area connected 
with shunt resistance. As the current path is tight, hot spot heating is very rapid. 
Identifying Hot Spots by Thermal Camera: 
The IR camera used for the analyses presented in this study was a FLIR E60 camera. E60 
camera has 320 × 240 resolutions that gives high-quality thermal images. Its temperature 
ranges from –20 to 650 °C, with thermal sensitivity < 0.05 °C. These professional 
specifications help even a small changing of temperature to be detected and give a clear 
image for the hot spot phenomenon analysis. 
Advanced software for image processing, schemes, and analysis is also available for the 
FLIR system so the captured photos can be analyzed by the FLIR software tool. FLIR tool 
can display both thermal and normal images side-by-side for more analysis. Figure 79 
shows an IR image of the hot spot investigated by shading one cell as illustrated in figure 
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77. The temperature distribution was recorded within a little time (one minute) of forcing 
leakage current flow through the shaded cell. 
In determination path and the origins of shunts, it is preferable to capture the images as 
quickly as possible after the leakage current flow is achieved, otherwise, the heat moves 
out of the defective cell to new adjacent cell and causes the increases in temperature. At 
150 oC thermal breakdown has occurred in the material of the shaded cell. 
In this case, the load current is equal to the value of Isc in that weather conditions, which 
corresponds to the maximum current to be generated in the cell. Perhaps this test will lead 
to irreversible cell burn that could cause a variety of solar cell parameters and I-V 
characteristics. 
 
Figure 79: Thermography picture of shaded cell 
Figure 84 illustrates the temperature profile generated from an IR image of the defective 
cell. The profile shows the temperature values with respect to the coordinates of the hot 
spot area. For example, the maximum temperature happened during hot spot risk has 
coordinates between 22 and 25. All points lie in this range has danger hot spot temperature 
that reached 150.2 oC, and this value has the ability to destroy the panel within few minutes. 
Additionally, the temperature is distributed around the defective area, depending on the 
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shunt paths for backward current flows in the reverse bias. IR picture in figure 79 shows 
the temperature of the surrounded areas of the hot spot that have a range between 90 and 
150 oC with an average value 122.5 oC and all of these points indicate to the harmful 
thermal stress exerted on the cell that reduces the performance of the whole panel. 
 
Figure 80: Temperature hot spot profile taken at Li1 
Bypass Diodes Conductivity: 
PV panels are usually connected with bypass diodes to protect the module against 
mismatch or faults resulted from the hot spot phenomenon and to limit the negative voltage 
(breakdown voltage). 
The IR camera is used to check the operation of bypass diodes. Figure 81 shows an IR 
picture of the junction box that contains 3 bypass diodes. When the cell is under shading 
effect, the currents will be divided between the string and the bypass diode which is turned 
on and conducts the current, so from the thermal image, it is clear that a brighten heat 
around the working bypass diode so temperature increases in the diode to prove its 
functionality. Also from the thermal image, it’s easy noted that the differences in 
temperature distribution between three diodes. As predicted diode 3 has the highest 
temperature with 57.6 oC. 
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 Figure 81: Thermal image of junction box 
The I-V curve of the reverse bias mode and the shunt current flow for the hot spot damaged 
cell are shown in figures 80 and 87. It demonstrates that the shunt current circulated around 
the shunt resistance, however, the current passes through the defective cell is represented 
by the string's current so the total current of the whole module should be equal to the string 
current and bypass diode current as explained in chapter 4. The I-V curve of the whole 
module is illustrated in figure 84 that shows the activation point of the bypass diode under 
hot spot phenomenon. 
 
Figure 82: I-V curve of revers bias damaged cell 
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Figure 83: Shunt current flow through damaged cell 
 
Figure 84: Practical I-V curve of the panel under hot spot damaged cell 
From figure 84, it’s easy to investigate where the activation process of bypass diode 
happens. The resistive load is changed and all currents flow are also changed until the 
voltage of the module became 27.5 V and at this point, the bypass diode is turned on. 
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5.3.2   Thermal Analysis of Hot Spot Model and Verified the Currents 
Distribution 
In order to verify the reverse current that can cause the hot spot inside the shaded cell, the 
experiment is conducted by using thermal analysis to illustrate the currents flow in the 
bypass diode and shaded cell respectively. 
The reverse current of the shaded cell appeared as a heat around the shaded locations and 
the bypass current also appeared as a heat around the diodes. 
A description of the test: 
Two conditions are established in this test, short circuit current condition, i.e. extreme case 
and the loaded condition, i.e. the normal case where the panel is loaded. Two cases are 
performed under forcing shading effect on a single cell of each string and captured IR 
images. 
The following sequence of thermal images displayed the distribution of temperature in the 
whole panel, shaded cell and bypass diodes. The test is performed within 20 minutes to 
avoid damage to the panel. 
Case 1: Short Circuit Condition 
In this scenario, many images were captured to demonstrate the behavior of the hot spot 
and the bypass diode operation. Figure 85 from a-d shows the thermal distribution. 
       
a- Whole panel- back view                                    c-  Shaded cell 
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b- Junction box                                                       d-  Bypass diodes 
Figure 85: Thermal pictures of temperature distribution 
From previous thermal photos, it’s clear that the temperature rapidly increased when 
one cell is shaded and working at the 99 oC within a few minutes as shown in picture c, 
but the rest cells have the average temperature around 70 oC as shown in the picture a.  
Temperature progression of hot spot proves that in order to get the maximum hot spot 
temperature, the shading time should extend from 5 min to 2 hours. Figure 86 presents 
the relation between the hot spot location and its maximum temperature. This plot 
illustrates the temperature distribution over the weak area, i.e. hot spotting area. This 
area is illustrated by the thermal photo in figure 87 by the line that indicates the highest 
temperatures coordinate in the picture. As well, it becomes clear that defective cell has 
largest temperature degree recorded at the 110 oC until the thermal strength is achieved. 
This effect could be led to a narrow defect area and a higher local leakage current as 
illustrated at spot 1 in figure 87. 
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Figure 86: Temperature hotspot profile taken at Li1 
 
Figure 87: IR image of fully shaded cell with hottest area 
From previous thermal images, it concludes that the range of heating of the solar cell is 
closely connected to the characteristics of the p-n junction material. As a non-uniform 
of irradiation reaches the cell, the shunt defects are locally concentrated and produce a 
path for the leakage currents. 
Case 2: Loaded Panel – NSS -24150M PV module 
As mentioned previously the bypass diode in the normal operation condition and no 
shading effects, still in reverse bias mode i.e. not working. Figure 88 shows no 
conductivity of bypass diodes and hence no current flow in the normal case. 
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Figure 88: A connection of bypass diodes to each third of the panel without conductivity 
In the case of shading and the panel is loaded, the bypass diode switch on and becomes 
conductive, depending on the shading level and the number of cells under shading in each 
string and hence decreases the voltage of panel by one-third, and the module’s current will 
be separated between the affected string and conductive bypass diode as shown in figure 
89, where the second string is bypassed and the current split between the string – two 
middle columns- and the bypass diode. 
The thermal image in figure 90 describes the conductivity status of bypass diode - the 
middle diode-. It is indicated to a higher maximum temperature after conductivity 
operation, i.e. after shading effect. So the temperature of the middle diode is 87 oC 
compared to the left and right diodes where they temperatures are 69.9 oC and 62.4 oC 
respectively. 
In this scenario, failure of bypass diode didn't happen, however the overheating usually 
occurred if diode p-n junction temperatures > 130 °C as seen in first hot spot point creation 
where the temperature reached to 140 °C so the bypass diode was damaged. 
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The affected string and the current flow during shading appears in thermography image 91 
where it shows the typical pattern in which individual cells are much hotter than others in 
a third of the module. The temperature reaches to 58.5 oC in the defective string.  
To analyze the poor cell suffered from the hot spot with the reverse current, it is still hotter 
than the other cells in the same string with reverse current flow and worked at the 
temperature 94.9 oC as shown in image 92. 
 
Figure 89: A connection of bypass diodes to each third of the panel with conductivity 
 
Figure 90: IR picture of middle bypass diode conductivity 
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Figure 91: IR picture of middle string of the panel (left) and digital picture (right) 
 
Figure 92: IR picture of hot spotting cell (left) and digital picture (right) 
Figure 93 illustrates the temperature differences under hot spot phenomenon for three 
adjacent cells connected in two different strings. It should be noticed that the non-shaded 
cells have less temperature because there is no heat dissipation from these cells. For 
instance, the cells beside the aluminum frame of the panel tend to be with lower 
temperature – spot 3 at 51 oC –, while the cells beside the shaded one and junction box tend 
to be warmer – spot 1 at 67.5 oC –. 
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Figure 93: Cells temperature differences (left) and digital picture (right) 
The same scenario applies to other strings and the same results we get. The following 
thermal images in figure 94 (a and b) depict the thermal behavior of bypass diode before 
and after shading effect and the thermal analysis measurements are summarized in table 
10. 
It’s clear that the temperature is rapidly increased as the shading is applied and the 
deterioration of the output power will be huge, also the panel will lose its ability to produce 
energy. The hot spot risk area is extended during the time of shading and the thermal stress 
threatens the remaining cells, so the PV panel lifetime will be in danger. 
 
(a) Before shading 
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(b) After shading 
Figure 94: IR picture of bypass diodes temperature differences before /after shading 
Table 10: Thermal analysis of captured time before and after shading 
 
In conclusion, it’s clear that from previous two images, hot spot increases quickly within 
few minutes. It was recorded within 20 minutes and the temperature of bypass diode that 
switch on is reached 88.6 oC under fully shaded cell. On the other hand, the second diode 
affects more than the third one because it’s really close to the conducting bypass diode. 
Case 3: Loaded Panel – YL260P-29b Module 
In this case, a new panel is used to observe the behavior of the transient shaded cell under 
reverse bias voltage -13 V and noticed the currents of bypass diode and string path. It’s 
clear that from the thermal image in figure 95 the entire string's current is forced through 
that cell in reverse bias. In this scenario, because of the cell is completely shaded i.e. photo-
IR image Capture time (min.) Spot 1 oC Spot 2 oC Spot 3 oC 
Before shading 11 : 45 AM 61 61 61 
After shading 12.04 PM 88.6 69 64 
Temperature and time difference 20  + 27.6 + 8 + 3 
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current is zero, so the entire string's current is equal to the shunt current that can cause a 
significant hot spot. A bypass diode to shunt the leakage current is derived as observed in 
figure 96 that describes the thermal view of the junction box worked at 60.6 oC. 
 
Figure 95: String current under reverse bias condition 
 
Figure 96: Junction box under reverse bias voltage -13 V 
Figure 97 shows the temperature difference and the distribution on the shaded solar surface 
from the front and back. Initiation of hot spot location with raised temperature of about 12 
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oC compared to the temperature of the rest cells from the front view as illustrated in image 
97 (a). In contrast, figure 97 (b) shows the IR image on the back that presents an even 
higher temperature at the rest of unshaded cells with increased temperature around 4 oC. 
 
(a) IR image of shaded cell - hot spot location at the front of the panel 
 
(b) IR image of shaded cell - hot spot location at rear of the panel 
Figure 97: IR picture of solar panel presenting hot area location 
Additionally, temperatures recorded in front of the module are spotted to be higher by about 
5 –11oC of temperatures recorded on the rear. This is due to the rise of the thermal 
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resistance influenced by insulation at the rear of the panel. Referred to the heat conduction 
law, the temperature at the back is predictable to be greater than temperatures at the front 
of the module. 
As the shading effect has been fixed for a long time, the cell operating under reverse bias 
and raises the temperature will finally lead to decreasing power output. 
5.3.3    Hot Spot Development and Tracing 
The temperature changes in the shaded cell were observed by the IR camera. Thermal 
pictures were captured at 420 s period. A large part of the cell temperature remained 
unchanged, presenting no marks of hot spot initiation. The location is signed by the circle 
in figure 98 (a-e) tracked the propagation process of the hot spot temperature during 
shading effect duration. 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
(e) 
Figure 98: Thermal pictures of hot spot tracking within 7 minutes 
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Figure 98 illustrates the tracing process formation of the hot spot phenomenon within 7 
minutes. IR photos were caught quickly because the temperature increases rapidly and 
threat the panel to damage or burn.  It is clear that the hot spot area varies with temperature, 
because of the variations of shunt resistance at too high temperature. Additionally, the 
defects of semiconductor material of PV cell lead to extra heating in the hot spot location. 
From thermal photos (a and b) the temperature rises up from 121oC to 129 oC directly 
within less one minute, and the hot spot area expanded and propagated as clear in photo b 
and reaches for the adjacent cell. Reverse current usually concentrated in a narrow portion 
of the damaged cell and can cause very high thermal dissipated as appeared in photo c 
where it’s working at 132.3 oC and reaches to that temperature within less 2 minutes. This 
temperature can damage the glass and melt the back encapsulation sheet of the cell if the 
shading is continued for many several minutes. 
After 10 s the temperature suddenly reduces from 132 oC to 129 oC and a possible reason 
is that the circle of hot spotting area increases and creeping toward the adjacent cell as 
illustrated in photo d also the micro cracks play an important role in hot spot development 
and could happen between two different sides of cells and shared the risk of hot spot. 
Finally, the temperature is reached to 136.1 oC as appears in IR photo e and then the shading 
effect is removed in order to save the module against burn. A hot spot is concentrated 
beside the bottom edge of the shaded cell as shown all thermal photos. The thermal 
breakdown has happened within the too low duration. The plot of the temperature 
propagation can be summarized in figure 99. 
The analysis of the recorded temperatures has been illustrated. From the tracking process, 
it’s possible to see a direct relationship between the thermal heat, the maximum 
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temperature portions, the leakage current, and the area of hot spot growth. The relation is 
proved by a narrow area of the hot spot and a high shunt current circulated inside the 
damaged cell that leads to a critical temperature. 
 
Figure 99: Hot spot temperature evolution  
5.3.4    Hot Spot Observation by Online Curve and Thermal Analysis 
  In chapter 4, the online curve method was explained in detail. In this section, the online 
curve method is achieved and validated. 
The same panel that used in the fast hot spot creation test was observed with one completely 
covered cell. The following plots in figures 100, 101 and 102 are called online curves and 
plotted by CASSY Lab system and hot spot model in Simulink. It can be seen that too large 
drops in voltage, current and consequence power. The reduction and degradation were 
happening within less than 10 minutes. Thermal analysis of this scenario is discussed in 
the following thermal photos. 
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Figure 100: Online current curve of PV panel with shading 
 
Figure 101: Online voltage curve of PV panel with shading 
 
Figure 102: Online power curve of PV panel with shading 
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Previous three curves illustrate how the power dissipates inside the defective cell during 
shading. Strong reduction occurs in voltage causes high loss power as shown in figure 102 
i.e. the power delivered to the external load before the shading effect was equal to 83 W 
and after shading it becomes 44 W. This power dissipation represents a real danger to the 
panel’s life if the shading is not removed. The hot spot risk increases rapidly and could 
destroy the panel, and the bypass diode exposes to the high current flow that can damage 
the diode if the shading effect continues for a long time. 
Thermal Analysis of Online Profile Method 
The online curve, diagnostics by means of the thermal camera that has great benefits. The 
effect of the parallel resistance was experimentally tested by FLIR E60 camera and 
indicated by the leakage current passes through shunt paths as proved in preceding sections. 
As expected from the simulations, when the value of the Rsh decreases, the leakage current 
increases and the module current reduces depending on the number of shaded cells and the 
shading rate. The following thermal pictures show the leakage current passed through the 
defective string and demonstrate the functionality of bypass diode in forward biased. The 
IR pictures in figures 103, 104 and 105 are captured during recorded the online curve 
method. 
IR images in figure 103 represent the whole panel (picture a), junction box (picture b) and 
defective string before the shading occurred (picture c). The panel is loaded with an 
external resistance load equal to 3.5 Ω and worked in a good weather condition where the 
irradiance was 1000 W/m2 and the ambient temperature around 41 oC. 
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(a) Loaded panel – back view 
 
(b) Junction box – bypass diodes 
 
(c) Top view – strings of panel 
Figure 103: IR pictures during online profile method before shading effect 
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IR photo in figure 104 shows the thermal distribution during the shading event. It makes 
clear that the conductivity of bypass diode protected third string, and its temperature 
reached to 79.6 oC within 5 minutes. Figure 105 displays the thermal distribution over the 
third string from the top view. The leakage current can be remarked in the location of 
warmer areas indicated by box1in figure 105. These areas have the highest temperatures 
compared to the rest string of the panel. The temperatures are recorded from the highest – 
bottom string- to lowest string 62 oC, 53 oC, and 52 oC respectively. 
 
Figure 104: IR picture of bypass diode conductivity after shading  
 
Figure 105: IR picture depicts leakage current in the third string after shading 
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Between 50 and 75 degrees, there was a large drop in load power from a peak of 83 W 
down to 44 W. The dissipated power can contribute to accelerating the hot spot risk because 
the shaded cell works as an internal resistive load. The whole power losses due to increase 
in temperature are able to damage the panel when the shading continues for extended 
minutes. 
5.4    Emissivity and Measurements 
Emissivity means absorptivity at a given wavelength, but will vary significantly for 
irradiation above and below the Egap, of defects and hot spot areas.  
In this study, the effect of surface emissivity of glass on the solar cell temperature is not 
included and ignored. IR imaging will give a visual profile of temperatures and the size of 
the hot spot during the mismatches, however, we don’t look for the accurate temperature 
at which solar cells operate so the emissivity is not important when tracking the shunt 
current and observing the origins of shunts. 
As long as, the temperature variations that can be measured on the panel’s glass surface 
are little. In parliamentary procedure, for these fluctuations to be visible, the FLER imaging 
camera that used in this study possesses a thermal sensitivity ≤4. 45 ºC so no need to take 
into account emissivity. 
 Additionally, in order to avoid reflection of the thermal camera, it should not be positioned 
vertically to the panel being investigated. However, emissivity is at its highest when the 
camera is vertical and reduces with rising angle. 
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5 CHAPTER 6 
Conclusion and Future Works 
6.1     Conclusion 
This research has described the effects of shading and dust on the power efficiency and 
characteristic curves of the solar cells in the Saudi Arabia environment. The shading effects 
that causes a mismatch on the solar cell performance is studied and simulated with a 
complete model including hot spot phenomenon. Specification techniques applied on hot 
spot model support data of the photo-current, diode current, series and shunt resistances, 
ideality factor and finally cell defects that worked in a reverse bias mode. 
The full or partial shading limits the photo-current of the affected cells. This fact results in 
a strong current difference between the shaded and non-shaded cells of the same string 
forcing the bypass diodes to conduct. 
Moreover, hot spot causes destruction of the panel that heating the material’s area of solar 
cell. 
I-V and P-V curves are obtained experimentally. Both curves gave information about five 
parameters such as photo-current, reverse saturation current, Voc, Isc and Pmpp. The cell 
working in the reverse bias region and suffering from hot spot problem could be seen from 
I-V and P-V curves when the activation point of the bypass diode leads to a step or steps 
in the I-V characteristic or multiple peaks of power in the P-V characteristic.  
The parasitic resistances affect the behavior and control the configuration of the I-V curve. 
The shunt resistance has a substantial effect on the operation of the panel because it holds 
a relation to the leakage current. 
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PV module with hot spot cells was simulated by Simulink based on Bishop’s model in 
order to measure current flow through a bypass diode, the shunt current, and the module 
current around the affected string. Current distribution detailed picture was reached under 
several test conditions. 
The hot spot evaluation methods demonstrate that there is a strong relation between the 
powers dissipated in both shunt resistance and shaded cell, additionally a relationship 
among the shunt current and illumination levels during the current flow inside the module. 
Shunt current circulated around the defective cell and causes heat stress in the shunt 
resistance. If the shading effect continues for a long time the hot spot risk is extended to a 
new cell and hence burns the panel. Sometimes bypass diode couldn’t be activated, 
although the high shading level is applied. In this case, the panel performance is wasted, 
however the hot spot development increases in a short time and the damage definitely is 
happening. 
From simulation and results, the full shading is not the worst-case scenario. 
The hot spot model has confirmed the operation of the bypass diode during the event of 
shading in a string. The bypass diode stabilize the panel power delivery to the load. 
In many cases, the effected cell continues to dissipate power, consequently spreading heat 
among the panel area while the diode is switched on. 
For detecting the position of the hot spot in crystalline silicon solar, the thermography 
technique is used to find the origins of these hot spots. The analysis, diagnostic and 
detection depends on the IR thermography technique used was efficient, rapid, and save 
efforts of the inspection of mismatch problems in PV cells. The inspection time at the 
outdoor fields of defective heating cells was faster with backside thermography.  
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The explanation of heat effects is not an easy task. There are several various electrical 
mismatches, which could lead to a thermal stress. Some effects are complex and 
compound, for instance, a hot spot can be caused by linkage mismatches or bypass diode 
failure. 
The temperature effect is studied on the solar panel performance and the electrical 
characteristics. That is any small variation in the temperature leads to change all parameters 
of solar cells. Note that the I-V and P-V curves are measured under different cell 
temperature. 
By IR technique, all mismatches can be investigated and the temperature distribution was 
reached by FLIR camera. Thus the IR technique is considered as a great support in the solar 
cell diagnosis by locating the hot spot areas. 
Here the relation between the heat of abnormal cells and possible electrical faults can be 
determined. So broken cells, bypass diode short circuit, and cell internal defect can heat 
the whole solar panel and cause a single hot cell or multiple hot cells. In the case of multiple 
hot cells, the several various temperature levels can be observed that leads to the complete 
reduction of output power. As the temperature increases like in Saudi Arabia environment 
in summer days, the risk of thermal stress rises quickly. 
The hot spot model in Simulink environment was validated by the thermal camera where 
all currents were observed as a heat in the real field.  
The ambient temperature and irradiation measurement give no illustration of the rapid 
fluctuations of the panel electrical characteristic. But the relation connects the temperature 
of the defective cell and the temperature of the surrounding areas (rest cells) additionally 
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the power difference between the concerning cell string remain to be recognized at rapid 
fluctuations. 
6.2    Future Works 
It is necessary to understand the hot spot phenomenon properly to design the thermal part 
of the hot spot model. A very important parameter of the thermal part is the thermal 
resistance. This thermal part will serve to cover the initiation, starting point of overheating 
and see its effect on the affected cells. 
The simulator model of the hot spot in this thesis only deals with the electrical behavior of 
the solar cell under phenomenon and permit the external shading. Future work should 
include another parameter in the hot spot model that would permit the thermal analysis of 
the cell under shading effect, in order to increase the accuracy of hot spot monitoring and 
evaluation system. 
 Studying the micro cracks of the cells is considered an important issue to deal with the hot 
spot from other aspects. The diagnostics instrument represented by thermal camera should 
be connected in the live stream mode of the camera in order to record the event evaluation 
in video mode during the shading effect. To improve the design of PV cell against the hot 
spot problems, high shunt resistance should be achieved. Since the shunt, products can 
keep high output power efficiency under low irradiation conditions. This improvement can 
support low reverse leakage current. Which can decrease the hot spot, secure longer panel 
operation, better reliability and enhance the protection process under shading effect. 
To fulfill complete protection against hot spot risk, the bypass diode in panel strings should 
be conducting at lower values of the reverse bias voltage. Manufacturers should also supply 
data about the reverse bias behavior of their panels. 
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Appendix 
Matlab Scripts that are used in this study contains all M-Files for evaluating five parameters 
of the solar cell, plotting both curves, under the variation of temperature and irradiation, 
variable of Rs and Rsh, and final variation of ideality factor on the characteristics of the 
solar cell. 
A.1   Script for extracting five parameters from the data sheet and producing I-V and P-V 
curves. 
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A.2   Script for generating plots of characteristic curves with different values of irradiation. 
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A.3    Script for generating plots of characteristic curves with different values of 
temperatures. 
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A.4    Script for generating plots of characteristic curves with different values of series 
resistance 
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A.5    Script for generating plots of characteristic curves with different values of shunt 
resistance 
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A.6    Script for generating plots of characteristic curves with different values of a diode 
ideality factor 
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